A LOOK THROUGH THE JUDAS HOLE
The Imperial Russian Prison System
and Censorship

A warder peering through the “Judas Hole”
of a prison cell door.

The study of Russian court, prison, and exile mail censorship as a
separate entity is a very recent phenomenon; the field didn’t even exist in
the early 1990s. Material was (and is) generally very scarce to rare,
making research difficult and completeness impossible to achieve. The
subject might appear narrow, but in actual fact it is quite broad; given an
authoritarian state that in less than half a century endured several major
terrorist campaigns, two costly wars, two revolutions and a coup that led
to the Soviet Union, mail to and from prison and those in exile offers a
fascinating view of these events.

The tsarist penal regime was a reflection of the greater struggle outside the walls, and for many of the early leaders of the
Soviet Union, prison had been their university. The intentional horrors of the GULAG were based on what they had
learned while “in class,” but magnified a thousand-fold. This field of study is also an important one from the sociological
standpoint. Russian language, art, literature, mannerisms, music, and demography have all been profoundly influenced by
the penal system.
This exhibit will examine seven areas:
I. The authorities – the police and the Ministries of Internal Affairs and Justice;
II. From citizen to inmate (the “catchers” and the caught) – the process of becoming an inmate or an exile;
III. Types of incarceration facilities;
IV. The prison censorship regime – who was authorized to censor inmate correspondence, and under what
circumstances;
V. “The Paper Battle” – inmate and outsider efforts to circumvent censorship and the authorities’ efforts to
counter them;
VI. Inmate correspondence – types of mail, restrictions and postal services allowed to convicts;
VII. Aftermath – prisons, camps and courts in the early Soviet period.
It should be noted that the court, police and prison censor and ancillary markings shown here are only a representative
sample; there are no official records that indicate which authorities used them, for how long, or how many there were.
Only the empirical evidence contained in this exhibit and other collections plus a few scattered memoirs can give us any
answers.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
1. The Third Section (Political Police).

Count A.F. Orlov, Chief
of the Third Section
(1844-1855). (Picture from
Izmozik, Zhandarmy Rossii,
Moscow, 2002.)

The Third Section of His Imperial Majesty’s Own Chancellery was
formed in 1826 to ferret out information on religious sects,
counterfeiters, and everyone under police surveillance. As it answered
directly to the Emperor and was tasked with defending the Empire, it
was a true political police apparatus. It also had the power to arrest and
exile suspicious or dangerous people, administer all incarceration
facilities where state prisoners were held, and control the movements
of foreigners in the empire. As a result, the Third Section chief had
authority over Russia’s postal surveillance apparatus, the so-called
“black chambers.” It stood apart from the Ministry of Internal Affairs
until it became the Department of Police in 1881.

“To the Third Section of His Imperial Majesty’s Own Chancellery in St.
Petersburg.” Posted on 15 September 1845, it probably contained a report from a
police agent or government office.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
2. The Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Although the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) had been in
existence since 1802, it was not until the Third Section failed to
protect Emperor Alexander II from assassination on 1 March
1881 (O.S.) and was abolished that the MVD took over the
political police functions. From 1881 to 1917, both the
Department of Police and the Main Post-and-Telegraph
Administration – the two main elements of surveillance – were
subordinated to the Ministry of Internal Affairs. The Minister
himself controlled the covert mail surveillance operations (the
“black chambers”), and one of his deputies supervised the
Department of Police. For a time (1879-1896), the MVD also
had control over the Main Prison Directorate.

Minister of Internal Affairs
A.D. Protopopov (1916-1917).
(Picture from Izmozik, Zhandarmy
Rossii, Moscow, 2002.)

A registered letter of 8 December 1916, sent from the Moscow XXV Postal Branch Office
to the Minister of Internal Affairs. (At that time it was A.D. Protopopov.) The reverse
bears an arrival mark of the Imperial Mail Delivery Section in Petrograd.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
3. The Department of State Police.

The Department of
State Police was
formed in August
1880 after the dismantlement of the
Third Section and not
long before Tsar
Alexander II’s assassination. It was subordinated to the
Ministry of Internal
Affairs, and only
lasted until 1883.

Posted from Zen’kov on 13 October 1882 and addressed “to St. Petersburg, the
Department of State Police, for transmission to Iosif Ivanovich Nagornyy, incarcerated in
St. Petersburg Fortress.” (Nagornyy, one of four involved in the murder of the police spy
Preim, had been sentenced by a military district court to life at hard labor in Siberia at the
Kara Mines.)
Blue crayon marking on reverse – “Keep with dossier” applied by a police censor.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
4. The Department of Police (“Okhranka”).

The Department of Police, known colloquially as the “Okhranka”,
was formed in 1883 and survived until 1917. Subordinate to a
deputy minister in the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD), it
received intelligence from its own agents, the black chambers,
provincial governors and its “special sections.” It handled both
political and criminal matters.

MVD Department
of Police seal.

Undated personal stationery envelope of the
Director, addressed “to His Excellency Mikhail
Aleksandrovich Rykachev on St. Petersburg’s
Vasil’evskiy Ostrov, 23rd Line, #2.”

Police Department Director’s
seal on reverse.

I. The Authorities. A. Executive Branch.
5a. The Independent Corps of Gendarmes.

The Corps of Gendarmes was originally the “executive muscle”
of the Third Section. When that Section was abolished, the
Corps was transferred to the Department of Police; it
investigated political crimes and made the arrests.
Prince V.A. Dolgorukov,
Chief of Gendarmes from
1856 to 1866. (Picture from
Ruud & Stepanov, Fontanka,
16, Moscow, 1993.)

Addressed “To St. Petersburg, His Excellency Mr. St. Petersburg
Chief of Gendarmes for the Secret Police, to him personally.”
(From Uglich, 3 November 1856, received on 6 November –
arrival mark on reverse.) Due to the lack of a return address and
the spelling errors, this was probably a police detective’s report
on a surveillance job. Police “tails” were often only semiliterate.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
5b. Finland Gendarme Directorate.

Immediately below the Corps of Gendarmes’ central administration came the
provincial Gendarme directorates (GZhU), but there were two special organizations
that were on par with them: the Gendarme directorates for the Kingdom of Poland and
the Grand Duchy of Finland.

This secret official cover – No. 753 – was sent by the Chief of the Finland
Gendarme Directorate (located in Helsinki) to the Nyuland Provincial Governor on
12 November 1916. The wax seal on the reverse reads “Chief of the Finland
Gendarme Directorate.”

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
5c. Provincial Gendarme Directorates.

These directorates
were responsible
for
maintaining
political order and
fighting crime in
their
respective
provinces.
They
answered directly
to the Corps of
Gendarmes
Headquarters in St.
Petersburg.

The postcard was sent on 25 September 1909 to an inmate at Mogilev Prison, but it was first
“Examined / by the Mogilev Provincial Gendarme Directorate” (only recorded example) and rerouted to Gomel’. The registered envelope is from Tula to a political prisoner held at Irkutsk
Prison, sent on 28 October 1911. The three-line censor mark reads “Irkutsk Provincial /
Gendarme Directorate / Examined (date)
10 November 191 /.” (One of three recorded.)

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
5d. Railroad Gendarme Police Directorates.
The railroads were constantly patrolled by gendarmes whose primary responsibilities
were to prevent theft of railroad property, sabotage and strikes, maintain order and
watch for escaping felons, exiles, political adversaries of the regime still on the loose,
and spies. Railroad gendarme police directorates existed on all major railroads, with
each one responsible on average for 2000 kilometers of track.

Official mail posted at the Khar’kov Railroad Terminal to “St.
Petersburg, Secret, Urgent, to the Inspector of the Civil
Engineering Institute,” 15 June 1914. It was sent by the Chief of
the Khar’kov Section of the Khar’kov Railroad Gendarme Police
Directorate, and bears the wax seal of that government entity on the
reverse.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
5e. Special District-Level Gendarme Directorates.

In the Kingdom of
Poland,
the
Gendarmes had directorates below province
level, encompassing
two or more rural
districts
(uyezdy).
Having had two rebellions (1831 and 1863)
suppressed by Russian
troops, Poland was
essentially occupied
territory, hence the
unusual and extra
Gendarme
administrative level.

Two
postcards
addressed to a
political prisoner
in
the
big
Lenchitsa Provincial Prison, posted
from
Dombe,
Kalish Province on
5 July and 7
August 1911. The
one below was
censored
twice,
first by the Chief
of the Gendarme
Directorate
for
Lenchitsa,
Kolo
and Turek Rural
Districts and then
“Checked by the
Prison
Warden”
(rectangular
marking at right).

“Chief of the Gendarme
Directorate for Lenchitsa,
Kolo and Turek Districts.”
(Two recorded examples.)

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
6. Provincial Governors.

The Tobol’sk
Governor’s seal.

The real power in Russia’s provinces was exercised by the governors; they answered
to the Minister of Internal Affairs, but the greater their distance from the capital in St.
Petersburg, the greater the influence they wielded. They worked closely with the
police (each governor was the chief policeman for that province), often used
perlustration with impunity, and where exiles were concerned, the governors were
required to censor their mail. This cover was sent by an exile – probably a Pole – in
Tobol’sk Province to Tel’shi, Kovno Province, but not before it was opened and read
by the governor. The manuscript entry on the reverse (red arrow) reads “Send to the
Tobol’sk Governor’s Office.

Obverse:
“To
I.M. Pavlovich,
Kovno Province,
Tel’shi District, to
the
Povirvitse
Estate.”
The
letter arrived on
18 October 1867.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
7a. Municipal Police Administrations.
All provincial capitals and some of the larger district seats had a municipal police
administration (headed either by an ober-politsmeister or a politsmeister). Their authority
extended only to the city limits, and they had little in the way of contacts or coordination with
the police in surrounding jurisdictions. They were charged with maintaining public order
and investigating any activities directed against the government, which included censorship
of civilian internee mail.

Left and center: Paper seals of the Moscow Ober-Politsmeister; right: Tiflis Politsmeister.

A registered lettercard from Astrakhan’ to Malmo, Sweden, 11 October 1916, censored first
by the “Astrakhan’ Municiapal Police Administration” (red arrow) and again by Astrakhan’
military censorship (the two pink strikes – circular and rectangular).

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
7b. Municipal Precinct Police.

A precinct police chief.
(Picture from Ruud &
Stepanov, Fontanka, 16,
Moscow 1993.)

In the larger towns and cities, the municipal police administrations
controlled anywhere from two to many urban police precincts, called
politseyskiya chasti or uchastki, each headed by a pristav – a precinct
police chief, who reported to the chief of police for that town. Each
uchastok would have a number of cells in its lockup; they usually held
drunks, vagrants, and petty thieves.

A private registered letter from Berdichev, Kiev Province, to the Kiev Provincial Governor,
posted on 10 May 1910. The Governor returned it to the Berdichev Municipal Police
Administration for its action, whereupon the latter affixed a label that reads, “Current
register No. 13575, page 2/6. The Berdichev Municipal Police Administration orders the
Chief of the Berdichev 3rd Police Precinct to carry out this assignment and present it to the
Police Administration without fail on 15 June.” The label is signed by the Assistant
Municipal Police Chief and countersigned by the chief clerk.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
7c. Precinct Police Supervisors.
Immediately below the precinct police chief came the precinct supervisors (politseyskiye
nadzirateli). In some smaller towns, there might be only one such official.

During WWI, some police supervisors were assigned to keep track of those drafted for
military service but not yet called up. On occasion, they also filled in as censors of mail
from captured enemy combatants. This is an Austrian POW card to Linz, Austria, 15 July
1915. The ponderously-titled “Police Supervisor of Tsarevokokshaysk for Oversight of
Military Draftees” applied his two-line hand stamp, followed by Kazan’ Military Censor
E.E. Polens.

Paper seals for official correspondence. At left: “Seal
for packets of the Uglich First Precinct Police
Supervisor.” At right: “Suprasl’ Police Supervisor.”

I. The Authorities.
Executive Branch:
Rural District Police Chiefs.

Paper seal of the
Rybinsk Rural
District Police
Chief.

A.
8a.

Rural districts (uyezdy) were headed by ispravniki - district police chiefs - who
supervised the activities of the rural precinct police chiefs and the forces at
their command. The ispravniki were the equivalent of Army lieutenant
colonels, and were responsible for enforcing law and order in the countryside,
dealing with peasant riots, and if there were any domestic exiles or foreign
internees in their purview, watching them as well. In the hinterlands, the
ispravniki were both “God and Tsar.”

Posted by a German or Austrian civilian interned at Vetluga,
Kostroma Province, to Stockholm, 27 November 1914. The
reverse bears a hand stamp Seal of the Vetluga Rural District Police
Chief, who was responsible for censoring internee mail there. It
was checked a second time in Moscow (violet D.Ts. in rectangle on
obverse) by military censorship.
On reverse.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
8b. Rural Precinct Police Chiefs.

The stanovoy pristav – rural precinct police chief – was a fixture in the
provinces. Each uyezd (rural district) usually included several
precincts (stany) and up to 40,000 or so inhabitants. In addition to their
normal police activities, each of these chiefs reported up the line to the
ispravnik about the political and criminal goings-on in his area.

Free frank seal for
packets of the “1st
Rural Precinct Police
Chief of Byezhetsk
District.”

This is an envelope cobbled together from a police sheet listing the names of one Jewish
family, the Spevaks. It was sent on 7 December 1916 to the Helsinki Municipal Police
Administration by the “Second Precinct Police Chief, Priluki Rural District” (violet oneline marking below cancellation).

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
9. Zemstvo Chiefs.

Beginning in 1889, zemstvo chiefs were elected by the landowners of their district,
subject to confirmation by the Ministry of Internal Affairs. They had disciplinary,
judicial, and police powers over peasants in their district, and could arrest them, inflict
corporal punishment on them, summarily remove elected peasant self-government
officials, and overturn volost’ court decisions. The chiefs took the place of the justices
of the peace in the hinterlands.

A money packet containing 70 kopecks, sent from Molodechno in Vil’na Province on
4 July 1915 to the Zemstvo Chief of the 7th Precinct, Vileyka District, at the postal
station of Rodoshkovichi.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
10. Volost’ Foremen.

The uyezdy, roughly equivalent to a U.S. county, were administratively divided into
volosti, which were headed by foremen (starshiny). Beginning in 1889, these
particular officials were chosen by the zemstvo chief. Among other things, the
foreman was responsible for maintaining law and order in the volost’, making certain
that sentences were carried out, and finding and detaining guilty parties.

An official letter concerning prisoner matters (indicated by the violet “Arestantskoye”
hand stamp - red arrow) from the Val’k District Police Administration to the
Trikatepskiy Volost’ Foreman’s lockup (zamok), posted on 15 December 1895.
Addressed to “Junior deputies, policemen and all volost’ foremen of Val’k District,”
the folded letter instructs them to apprehend a 47-year-old escaped prisoner destined
for Siberian exile and deliver him to the Police Administration. Only recorded item
of mail to or from a volost’ lockup.

I. The Authorities.
A. Executive Branch:
Police “Hundredsmen” and “Tensmen.”

11.

The very lowest rungs of the rural police force were the
“hundredsmen” (sotskiye) and “tensmen” (desyatskiye). Their roots
extended back to ancient Rus’ and the military system then in use,
with commanders in charge of one hundred soldiers (a “centurion,” or
in modern- day usage, a company commander) or of ten (essentially a
squad leader). Over time they took on police and some administrative
functions; by the 19th century they were almost always peasants
elected for one year to preserve public order. “Tensmen” represented
10 or so households; hundredsmen - 100-200. As they were elected,
they were not considered to be true police, although they were
subordinate to the mounted policemen in the stans, and reported to the
district police chiefs.

A “hundredsman” with badge
of authority. (Picture from
Belovinsky, Entsiklopedicheskiy
slovar’ Rossiyskoy zhizni i istororii,
2003.)

A registered letter addressed to the Kiev District Chief of Police, posted on 31 August
1904 from Rzhishchev by the “police hundredsmen M.M. Rokishchev and
?Kalaritskiy? and the tensmen.” It contained a petition.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
1. The Governing Senate.

Established by Peter the Great in 1711,
the Governing Senate supervised the
operations
of
all
judicial,
administrative,
and
legislative
establishments. From 1864 on, it was
the ultimate court of appeal (other than
the Tsar), and presided over a number
of important political-crime cases.
The Senate and Holy Synod building.
(From a picture postcard by Scherer, Nabholz & Co. in Moscow.)

A quadruple-weight letter posted from Kovrov, Vladimir Province on 23 August 1875. Addressed
to the Civil Appeals Department of the Governing Senate in St. Petersburg, it contained a legal
complaint from a private attorney who practiced law at the Kovrov Justices of the Peace Assembly.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
2. Ministry of Justice - Superior Courts.

The highest level within the Ministry of Justice’s court system was the superior court, which
handled appeals from circuit courts. Established in the Reform of 20 November 1864, each
superior court had jurisdiction over several provinces and a number of circuit courts. There
were initially 10 of them, with others in Siberia and Central Asia being added later.

An 11 November 1879 registered letter sent locally in Kamenets-Podol’sk by city post,
addressed to the Podolia Province Criminal and Civil Superior Court from Aleksandr
Shul’ts, an attorney for two brothers involved in a court case.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
3. Circuit Courts.

Seal of the Vladimir
Circuit Court.

Seal of the
Yaroslavl’ Circuit
Court.

Below the superior courts came the circuit courts. Their jurisdictional boundaries often,
but not always, coincided with those of the provinces in which they were located. These
courts had the authority to impose the death penalty or open-ended hard-labor terms.

A registered court letter sent by postal courier from the Grodno District Court to
Maloryto, Grodno Province on 19 August 1914. It was returned to Grodno on the
22nd.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
4. Justices-of-the-Peace and the Assemblies.

Justices of the peace sat on arbitration courts and rendered decisions on minor civil and criminal
matters. They could sentence individuals to short terms in jail. The assemblies were the appellate
courts for the individual justices of the peace. Above: Urgent official mail from the 4th Precinct
Justice of the Peace in Laysgol’m, Yur’ev-Derpt District to the police chief of the 2nd Precinct in
Riga, posted on 19 November 1899. Below: Official mail from the Moscow 12th Precinct Court
Investigator, “To the St. Petersburg District Justices-of-the-Peace Assembly,” 17 November 1887. It
bears an oval “Arestantskoye” handstamp at upper right (red arrow), signifying that the letter
concerned a prisoner. The blue-pencil “72” is probably a filing number.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
5. Zemstvo Courts.
These courts were the judicial arm of the zemstvo chiefs; they were used to deal
with peasant misdemeanors and disputes. A zemstvo court could inflict corporal
punishment, fines and detention for short periods.

An official report from the Kromy Zemstvo Court to the Tambov Provincial
Administrative Board, posted ca. 1830. The postmark is a variant spelling –
“Kramy.”

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
6. Volost’ Courts.

The Volost’ Court (painting by M.I.
Zoshchenko.)

Volost’ courts, established in 1861, handled minor
disputes between peasants plus misdemeanors and
litigations up to 100 rubles. They could impose fines of
up to three rubles (later up to 30 rubles,) sentence people
to six days of community work, inflict corporal
punishment of 20 lashes or less, or confine them for
seven days. From 1889 on, these courts were authorized
to decide cases involving amounts up to 300 rubles in
disputes and put peasants in detention for up to 30 days.

A registered letter from Lyutsin in Vitebsk Province to Yanoval’skaya Volost’ Court near
Rozenovskoye Station, also in Vitebsk Province. Posted on 11 July 1914. The case paperwork
this envelope contained was processed on 27 July.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
7. Gmina Courts.

In the Kingdom of Poland, the equivalent of the Russian volost’ was the gmina, and
the gmina courts there handled the same kinds of petty crime and low-level civil cases
as did the volost’ courts..

This is a registered letter of 28 March 1907, sent locally in Mezhirech’e, Siedlets
Province, to the gmina court of District 1, Rodinskiy Uyezd.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
8. Hauptman Courts.

An official folded form letter from the Ministry of Internal Affairs’ Grobin
“Hauptman” Court (literally, “Captains’ Court”) to the Libava City Police
Administration, dated 12 May 1888. It requests the police to instruct a peasant living
in Libava to appear on the 24th at the Grobin court, 11 a.m. sharp. These bodies were
Kurlyand Province’s courts of first instance at the rural district level; they were
subordinate to the Ober-Hauptman court, which was the equivalent of the circuit court
in other parts of Russia.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch:
9. Military District Courts.
The Army and Navy had their own military court systems. They could sentence
enlisted men and officers to anything during war or peacetime, to include execution,
hard labor, corrective labor, and detention. In certain circumstances, they could also
try and sentence civilians.

The cover was mailed on
3 February 1915 from
Batyushkovo, Smolensk
Province to a prisoner at
Petrograd’s Preliminary
Detention Facility, and
bears
a
blue-pencil
manuscript “Za Petr.
Voyen. Okr. Sud. 242” –
For
the
Petrograd
Military District Court
242” (only recorded
example) and an oval
“Examined in the Office
of the SPB Superior
Court
Prosecutor”
handstamp.

The PPC bears the unit
free-frank handstamp of
the “Military District
Court Prosecutor in the
Theater of War,” sent
from Minsk to Warsaw
on 23 December 1914.

I. The Authorities.
B. Judicial Branch.
10-11. Military District and Corps-Level Courts.
An example of a military
court with jurisdiction
over a civilian. Antoniya
Magnusovna Emme was a
Socialist-Revolutionary
who was arrested in May
1907, incarcerated in the
Peter-and-Paul
Fortress
before and during her trial,
and sentenced to be an
exile settler (in Pinchug
volost’, Yenisey Province).

On reverse: “Examined. Lt.
Col. (initials). 14/VII.” Only
recorded example.

Addressed to A.M. Emme, a prisoner in the Peter-and-Paul Fortress
in St. Petersburg.
The blue oval correspondence-logging
handstamp reads “Military Prosecutor of the Petersburg Military
District Court, 12 July [1]907, No. 4556.”

A picture postcard
mailed
free-frank
(violet unit cachet red arrow) by a
serviceman serving
in the 5th Army
Corps
Court
to
Petrograd.
It was
posted
on
17
December 1914 from
an unknown location.

Only
example.

recorded

I. The Authorities.
C. Penal Branch:
1a. Main Prison Administration.

Prior to 1879, Russian prisons were controlled by the provincial governors, resulting
in a chaotic hodgepodge of rules, prison maintenance conditions, and inmate health
situations.
The Main Prison Administration (GTU – Glavnoye tyuremnoye
upravleniye) was formed in that year as Russia’s first attempt at centralizing and
reforming its penal system. The GTU was initially subordinated to the Ministry of
Internal Affairs, from 1879 to 1896.

Official stationery of the Main Prison Administration, posted from St. Petersburg on
21 December 1903 to a Paris press office. As the conditions in Russian prisons were
frequently addressed in European newspapers, this letter may have contained a
response to an article published by Le Courier de la Presse.

I. The Authorities.
C. Penal Branch:
1b. Main Prison Administration.
In 1896 the GTU was transferred from
the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the
Ministry of Justice, so that now prisoners
dealt with the latter both during and after
their trials.
This is a 24 May 1896 transferal notice
for an inmate who was to complete his
sentence at the Kiev Corrective-Labor
Section on 12 June, and then be placed in
the custody of the Kiev City Police. The
form was printed when the GTU was a
part of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
(MVD), but the “M.V.D.” at top left has
been crossed out, and “M.Yu.” (Ministry
of Justice) written in.
Below is the personal stationery of the
Main Prison Administration Chief, sent
on 27 June of an unspecified year.
Written in St. Petersburg, it contains a
note of recommendation for the bearer
thereof, a former notary public.

I. The Authorities.
C. Penal Branch:
2. Prison Inspectorate.
As part of a slow improvement in tsarist penology, a Prison Inspectorate was formed in
1890. Some of its functions were to rehabilitate convicts spiritually, improve hygiene,
and ensure that the letter of the law was followed by the prison staff. This Inspectorate
had two levels of committee – provincial and district – that included members of the
judiciary. Superior Court deputy prosecutors and circuit court prosecutors sat on the
provincial committees, while circuit court deputy prosecutors were members of the
district committees. Prominent members of the community and clergy also played an
important role.

A picture postcard sent from Tiflis (postage due) on 28
August 1906 to M.L. Zavada, a woman in Kiev who was a
member of the Prison Inspectorate there.
Prison inspectorates were also aided by private charitable
groups who took an interest in improving prison conditions.
One such was the Women’s Prison Committee in Riga, which
issued this vignette on 19 February 1914 to collect money for
their cause.

II. From Citizen To Inmate.

Although the total number of prisoners in
Russia fluctuated from year to year, from
1899 to 1917 it never dropped below
600,000. If administrative exiles and
those exiled after serving a prison term
are factored in, those on the wrong side
of the law numbered in the millions.
How they got there and who they were is
the subject of this next section.
Above: “To Hard Labor,” by Zarin,
showing a column of prisoners being
marched under guard through a city as a
rich lady and her daughter pass by in a
carriage.
The picture postcard was
produced by “E.L.”
At left: “A prisoner in chains,” issued by
the A.K. Kuznetsov firm in Chita.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
A. The “Catchers:”
1. Police Physical Surveillance.
A registered letter of 31
January 1880, sent from an
agent in Moscow to the last
chief of the Third Section,
Aleksandr
Romanovich
Drentel’n. Its registration,
the lack of a return address,
and the fact it was extracted
“from a mailbox” (“iz
yashchika”
rectangular
marking) are all indicative
of police agent mail.
When
combined,
the
intelligence derived from
“black chamber” mail
surveillance,
apartment
searches
and
physical
surveillance reports by
detectives, agents, and
“tails” often provided the
police with a clear picture
of revolutionary activities,
plans, and morale.

A.R. Drentel’n.
(Picture from Zhandarmy Rossii,
Moscow, 2002.)

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
A. The “Catchers:”
2. “Procedural Surveillance.”
An internal passport with 10 kopecks’ worth of revenue stamps affixed, issued by the
St. Petersburg police to a Prussian visiting Russia. Foreigners in the Empire were
closely watched by the police, who issued their passports, recorded their places of
lodging, opened their mail, and had them followed. Forcing individuals to appear at
police offices at regular times was one means of surveillance and control.

“The Prussian subject Friedrich Dahlke is authorized to remain in Russia until 17 January 1870.
For an extension of this time he is obligated to request a passport for foreigners in the Empire.
St. Petersburg, 18 September 1869. Chief of the Foreign Section, (signature illegible).”
On reverse:

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
A. The “Catchers:”
4. Clandestine Mail Surveillance Abroad – the Paris Agentura.

The Okhranka’s desire to keep track of Russian émigrés and the revolutionary
movements based in France and Switzerland led to the establishment in 1883 of the Paris
“Agentura,” a clandestine police operation. Two rented apartments in Paris became the
Agentura’s black chambers. Correspondence to and from the émigrés was bought from
concierges and French mailmen for a pittance, read, and then put back in the mail
stream. The Agentura’s importance rivaled that of the Okhranka Sections in Moscow,
St. Petersburg and Warsaw.

A registered letter from the Department of Police in St. Petersburg to Paris, 23
December 1909. It is addressed to Aleksandr Krassil’nikov, the Paris Agentura Chief.
Only recorded item.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
A. The “Catchers:” 5. Police Department Searches.

This is a secret MVD
Department of Police “allpoints
bulletin,”
sent
throughout the Empire in late
November 1910. Addressed to
“Governors, City Governors,
the
Warsaw
High
Commissioner of Police, Chiefs
of Gendarme and Railroad
Police Directorates, Okhrana
Sections
and
Gendarme
Officers at Border Posts,” it
covers everything from people
wanted for crimes to missing
children.
The Okhranka
maintained very extensive,
cross-referenced files to aid it
in tracking down criminals and
revolutionaries. The individual
pictured at bottom, Mikhail
Yakovlev, is identified as a
Social-Democrat revolutionary.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
A. The “Catchers:” 6. Arrest and Incarceration.
A Riga arrest record with revenue stamp affixed, dated 13 July 1913. The thief was
charged 10 kopecks for the document.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
1. Prisoner Preparation for Trial.

A postcard sent on 19 February 1909 by a worker imprisoned at
the Preliminary Detention Facility in St. Petersburg to his
attorney, S.K. Vrzhosek. It reads, “Dear Sergey Karlovich:
This is to inform you that the trial of our case has been set for
27 February, and since you agreed to undertake my defense, I
am very grateful to you. Please acquaint me with the case; I’m
very anxious about this, because only 10 days remain before the
trial. Holding you in the highest esteem,
worker I. Brykov.
[P.S.] My address is Preliminary Detention Facility, cell #145,
Ivan Brykov.”
The violet oval censor mark at left reads “Examined / in the
Office / of the Prosecutor / SPB Superior Court.” The threeline handstamp at upper right on the card - “Received / 18
Febr. 1909 / SPB Prelim. Det. Fac.” was used to log prison
correspondence.
Attorney S.K. Vrzhosek,
who represented many
dissidents.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught: 2. Conviction and Sentencing.
A 24 September 1888 sentence by the Estlyand Superior Court, sending three peasant
thieves to prison for four months.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
3. Disposal after Sentencing.
This is an “otkrytyy list,” a way-bill of sorts, that accompanied prisoners when they
were transferred from one incarceration facility to another. Here, Karl Vekman was
being transported from the Revel’ Invalid Detachment (where sick inmates were kept)
to the Tavastgus Provincial Administration Board (in the Grand Duchy of Finland) on
25 March 1862. The form gives his age (36) and physical description.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
4. Disposal – The Transports.
Exiles and prisoners were sent to Siberia (or other far-removed places) by “etap,” a transport
under guard that could include travel by train, sleigh, ship or on foot, to include with leg
chains.

Among the rarest of all prison and exile usages.
This is a picture postcard sent to a student in St.
Petersburg by “K.L.K.,” an exile in Tyumen’ on
an etap to Tobol’sk, 13 December 1906. Part of
the message on the reverse reads, “(3083 verstas*
from SPb.) Thursday they’re going to send me by
etap to Tobol’sk, at the disposal of the governor.
I’ll have to cover 257 verstas on foot. An etap
makes 20-30 verstas per day, and every two or
three days we have one day of rest. I’ll greet the
New Year and Christmas somewhere at a stopping
point.”
The drawing at right is from George Kennan’s
Siberia and the Exile System, showing an exile
column passing a line of freight sledges.
*(A versta was roughly equivalent to a kilometer.)

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught: 5. Disposal – The Transports.

For many years, prisoners and exiles had to walk much of
the way to Siberia, but with the coming of the Great
Siberian Railroad, many of them were shipped east by
rail in modified prison cars.
This remarkable cover is one of two recorded instances
of someone attempting to contact a prisoner being
transferred, i.e., on etap. The letter was posted on RR
Mail Car 28 (running from Aleksandrov to Warsaw) to a
Polish convict: “To the provincial capital of Tomsk. To
Stefan Brzhezinski, on his way by convoy to Tomsk
Province, at Tomsk Prison via the Siberian Railroad.”
Brzhezinski wasn’t at the prison when the letter arrived,
as evidenced by the spravka (inquiry) affixed to the
reverse. Beneath the spravka is a blue-pencil “S.
Kolpashevo (arrow),” indicating that this particular
village was his place of exile.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
6. Arrival at the Prison.

An arrival record from a small Caucasus district prison at Signakh, Tiflis Province, dated
1 May 1914. “The convict Shakro Kitoshvili was delivered to Signakh Prison for
incarceration. [Along with the convict] came a copy of the Kodaly Precinct Court
Investigator’s Decision No. 785 of 1 May 1914.” Only recorded example.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
7. Prisoners As Labor Force.

A registered court letter from the Syedlets District Court Bailiff, addressed to a Lubny District
Prison inmate, Shmuel Khaimov Blyushtein, posted on 5 August 1913. Blyushtein had been put to
forced labor at a farmstead near Yagotin Postal Station called Rokitnoye, owned by Count MusinPushkin of Piryatin District, but by the time this item reached Yagotin on 7 August, the prisoner
had been taken elsewhere. It was returned to Byela on the 10th. The letter contained a list of
property that was due to be confiscated from Blyushtein on 15 July, and another list showing that
same property as having been confiscated on the 15th.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
8. Chain-Gang Labor.
Convict labor was used extensively on the Trans-Siberian Railroad, especially that section of it
called the Amur Railroad. Long after the line had been completed, prisoners were still shipped
in to work on upgrades to existing stations and make repairs to the tracks.

A military free-frank envelope from a soldier in the Kovno Fortress Telegraph Company,
addressed to “Amur Oblast’, Chernyaeva-on-the-Amur Station, Camp Sokolovskiy, 2nd
Prison Gang, to the hard-labor prisoner P.P. Balod.” Only recorded example. The
penciled “243” is the number of the railroad mail car on that line. The picture at lower right
shows convicts working at Mogocha Station on the Amur Railroad, ca. 1910.

On reverse:
Arrival mark of
Chernyaeva,
Amur Oblast’, 26
January 1916.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
9. Criminals.

A picture postcard sent on 3 July 1911 from Ufa to “Chelyabinsk, Mr. Prison Warden.
I request that you transmit this to Aleksandr Mikhaylovich Kalinin, who is under
criminal investigation.” Two-line violet censor mark “Examined / Chelyab. Pris.”
(Only recorded example.) Although criminals far outnumbered politicals in the
Russian prison system, mail to or from criminals is much harder to find, as they were
usually illiterate.

Pictures of criminals sentenced to hard-labor, taken on Sakhalin Island ca. 1895.
(Pictures from Doroshevich, Sakhalin, Moscow, 1907, pp. 373, 173, 249.)

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10a. Political Prisoners - “People’s Will” Terrorists (Narodnaya volya).
People’s Will arose in the late 1870s and soon embarked on an assassination campaign,
killing numerous high-ranking tsarist officials to include Alexander II. It was Russia’s first
widespread terrorist organization.

N. N. Dzvonkevich

“Police Gendarme
Directorate at
Kara *.” (Only
recorded censor
mark from this
facility.)

N.N. Dzvonkevich (1842-1909) was arrested at Simferopol’ in 1881, convicted in 1883 as one of
the participants in the assassination of General Strel’nikov in Odessa, and sentenced to death. That
was commuted to life at hard labor, which he served at the Kara Mines, Akatuy, and Zerentuy until
his exile to Minusinsk in 1892.
The postcard at top, dated 26 May 1892, was sent by Dzvonkevich from Chita to his daughter
while he was on his way to Minusinsk. His etap was making 60 versts a day (approximately 35
miles). Dzvonkevich wrote the card below at the Lower Kara Hard-Labor Prison on 16 June 1886.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10b. Political Prisoners – Right Socialist-Revolutionaries.

Yekaterina Breshko-Breshkovskaya, the
“Little Grandmother of the Russian
Revolution,” was exiled in Vitim, Irkutsk
Province at the time she sent this 5
November 1915 postcard to Boston. It
was examined by Irkutsk Military Censor
No. 4.
The PPC at left was issued in 1917 by
“Artel’” in Moscow after she was released
from exile by the Provisional Government.
Breshko-Breshkovskaya, who helped
found the Socialist-Revolutionary Party,
paid a heavy price for her politics – 33
years in prison, hard-labor, and exile. She
opposed the Bolsheviks and the left wing
of her own party, and lived out the rest of
her life in foreign exile.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10c. Political Prisoners – Bolshevik Agitators.

The Russian Social-Democratic Workers Party was
formed in 1898, and within five years split in two:
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. The former called for the
violent overthrow of tsarism and the establishment of a
socialist state, and it was this faction that eventually
won out.
N.L. Kontorovich (1877–1921).
(Picture from Leonidova, “Na katorzhnom
ostrove,” 1966, p. 204.)

May First greetings on a picture postcard from an emigré in Switzerland to the
Bolshevik Social Democrat Nikolay Lazarevich Kontorovich, serving a life-at-hardlabor sentence in Shlissel’burg for his part in the naval mutiny at Sevastopol’ in 1905.
Posted from Zurich on 5 May/22 April 1907, it received a two-line “Examined. / Dep.
Warden of Shliss. H-L. Prison” censor mark on 27 April 1907 (O.S.).

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10d. Political Prisoners – Bolshevik Agitators.

I.P. Voronitsyn (1885-1938).
(Picture from Leonidova, “Na
katorzhnom ostrove,” 1966, p. 88.)

This lettercard of 13 August 1912 is addressed to Ivan Petrovich Voronitsyn at Shlissel’burg.
Voronitsyn joined the Russian Social Democratic Workers’ Party in 1902, got arrested in
1903, escaped abroad from internal exile in 1904, took part in the Black Sea Fleet uprising in
1905, and for that was sentenced to life at hard labor. Rectangular “Examined / Shlissel’burg
/ Hard-Labor Prison” censor mark, red-pencil “pr” (examined).

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10e. Political Prisoners – Bolshevik Politicians.
Bolsheviks often found themselves locked up by the tsarist authorities, usually for
agitation and strikes. Even their deputies in the State Duma were tossed into jail
in 1908 and again in 1915 for their inflammatory speeches.

A picture postcard addressed to a
State Duma member serving a 180day sentence at the St. Petersburg
Solitary
Confinement
Prison
(“Kresty”), posted on 27 October
1908. Censored by the “Deputy
Warden / In Charge of Building I”
(violet two-line marking).
The painting reproduced on the
reverse of this card, by the artist A.
Khotulev, shows a prisoner getting
his meager dinner through the cell
door slot at “Kresty.”

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10f. Political Prisoners – Maximalists.
After the failure of the 1905 Revolution to bring down tsarism, a group of radicals
concluded that terrorism and assassination followed by an uprising were the only hope for
victory (reverting to the outlook of “People’s Will,”) and they called themselves
Maximalists. They were separate from the Bolsheviks, to a great extent because they
refused to follow Lenin. They were closest to the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries in their
prescription for a better society. Their biggest coup was the assassination of Minister of
Internal Affairs Stolypin.

A picture postcard sent locally from St.
Petersburg’s 54th Branch Office to “Tverskaya
15, via the Gendarme Administration to the
Peter-and-Paul Fortress, for Vladimir
Osipovich Likhtenshtadt.” Likhtenstadt was a
Maximalist who was later converted to
bolshevism while in prison. He died in 1919,
fighting against Yudenich’s forces. Oval
“Examined / by the Deputy / Prosecutor”
censor mark and iodine reagent “X.”
V.O. Likhtenstadt (1882-1919).
(Picture from Leonidova, “Na
katorzhnom ostrove,” p.85.)

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10g. Political Prisoners – Latvian Social-Democrats.
This was a highly active branch of the Russian Social-Democratic Workers’ Party. Many
Latvians participated in the revolutionary movement.
Below is a 5-ruble money order receipt received at Shlissel’burg on 21 May 1916 by
inmate Yan Ottovich Rekstyn, serving 15 years at hard labor. Rekstyn was a wiremanufacturing plant worker and member of the Latvian Social-Democratic Party’s Riga
Committee. The laborers at the plant went on strike in 1911, but some refused to go along
with it, and Rekstyn was convicted of supplying the pistol used to kill one of the
strikebreakers. His signature appears at the bottom of the receipt, and a standard oval
“Shlissel’burg / Examined / Hard-Labor Prison” censor mark graces the reverse.

Reverse.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10h. Political Prisoners - Armenian Nationalists.

Nationalist fervor and political upheaval in the Caucasus resulted in numerous arrests by the
tsarist police. Many Armenians, Georgians, and Azeris ended up in Russia’s prisons, to
include Shlissel’burg. This is a reply-paid postcard sent from Tiflis on 3 November 1911 to
an Armenian inmate, Mikhail Adamovich Ter-Markosyants, in cell 8 of Building 1,
Shlissel’burg Fortress. The reverse bears the rare katorozhnaya censor mark error (red
arrow).

Reverse.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10i. Political Prisoners - Azeris and Georgians.

Besides
the
Bolsheviks and
Mensheviks in
the
eastern
Caucasus, there
were also the
large nationalist
movements like
the Musawatists
and Dashnakists,
which wanted to
be separate from
Russia.
Many
of them ended
up in prison.

Above: A cover from Agdam, Yelisavetpol’ Province, mailed on 25 October 1914 to TagiMashadi Huseyn ogly, imprisoned in Bldg. 4, Sect. 2, Cell 13 at Shlissel’burg Fortress.

At left: “Comrade
Stalin in Baku
Prison, (1910)” by
the Georgian artist
Makashvili. Stalin
exhorts a prisoner
party to attack its
convoy.
(“Gruzkhudozhnik”
sponsored
a
GOZNAK run of
50,000 of these
PPCs
for
the
KOGIZ
Main
Philatelic Office in
1941.)

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10j. Political Prisoners – The Jewish Left.

Jewish Bundists, communists, and socialist-revolutionaries of all persuasions were
at the forefront of the opposition forces, and as a result they were well represented
in the prison population. These two items were sent to Simcha Bukrinskiy at
Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor Prison by his children in Yekaterinoslav between 1912
and 1915.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
10k. Political Prisoners – Finnish Nationalists.
In 1913, 26 Finnish judges refused to obey Russian orders, and were sentenced en masse to
solitary confinement at Kresty. Below are postcards to two of those judges, Lilius and
Vikberg, both bearing Kresty’s triangular “Examined / by Prison / Censorship” handstamp.
The card to Lilius is undated, but the one at bottom to Vikberg was posted in Vyborg on 14
September 1913. Among the numerous black-pencil notations is the censor entry at bottom
right – “D. 3585 / cell 264, term pr.” – showing that Vikberg was serving a relatively short,
specific term, most probably one year or less.

A. Lilius

E.G.
Vikberg

II. From Citizen to Inmate:
B. The Caught:
11. Soldiers.

As
military
reverses,
poor
supply
and
revolutionary
agitation ate away at
the Russian Army’s
morale
during
WWI,
soldiers
began to mutiny,
desert, or commit
crimes in everincreasing numbers.
Many
of
them
ended up in civilian
prisons.

“Novgorod, Novgorod Provincial
Prison, Cell 4, to the arrested
soldier Zalman Gel’fer.” Replypaid postcard sent from Dvinsk on
9 May 1916, censored at the prison
on or after 12 May – blue-pencil
censor’s initials.

At left: A PPC in the “Russian
Soldier Types” series, issued by the
J. Themal firm in Posen at the
authorization of
the German
General Staff.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
12. Administrative Exiles.
One tool at the disposal of the authorities was administrative exile, whereby an
individual deemed politically unreliable could be sent by force to some region or locality
without a trial. On their way, the exiles would be kept in transit prisons.

Posted from St. Petersburg on 22 November 1871 to the Tsarskoye Selo Town Hall, this
reference concerns the police record of petty bourgeois A.P. Savkov. Savkov had earlier been
arrested for burglary and sentenced by the SPB Circuit Court to 18 months in a work house,
followed by four years of community supervision. After his release, he was rounded up
repeatedly for vagrancy, and eventually moved to Tsarskoye Selo. The SPB provincial
governor had contacted the Third Section to have Savkov administratively exiled, but as of the
date of this letter, nothing about Savkov’s fate was known for certain.

II. From Citizen to Inmate.
B. The Caught:
13. Exile Settlers.
Whether a peasant was forcibly settled in Siberia or had always lived there, his ability to
move from place to place was closely regulated and controlled by the authorities, just as it
was for hard-labor and administrative exiles.

This is a 15-kopeck revenue form up-rated in 1862 to 20 kopecks, issued to a settler named
Tvaga Emukhvara, who had been sent to Siberia in 1868. Listing his physical characteristics for
police identification purposes, it grants him a release from his settlement in Tara District and
permission to work elsewhere in Tobol’sk Province from 9 May 1870 to 9 May 1871. Upon
expiration of his authorization, he is forbidden to settle elsewhere without special legal reasons.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities:
A. Hard Labor and Its Prisons:

Hard labor as a form of punishment did not arise
in Russia until the reign of Peter the Great, in the
late 17th century. Peter used it to man his galleys,
dig his mines and build his fortresses in European
Russia. It was an early blueprint for Stalin’s
GULAG. The practice continued up to 1917, and
was applied to both criminals and politicals.
Specially-designated
hard-labor
prisons
(каторжные тюрьмы) arose in the 1870s, but by
1910 almost half of all hard-labor prisoners were
kept in general incarceration facilities. In the late
19th and early 20th centuries, hard-labor prisons
were mostly found in Siberia or (up to 1905) on
Sakhalin Island.
Despite the classification of these prisons, only
criminals were forced to work. Political prisoners
could work or not, as they chose.
At right: A picture postcard showing E. Nuel’s
“Eternal Hard Labor” painting, completed in
1910. Unknown publisher and unknown date of
issue.

Sent by an inmate at
Aleksandrovskaya
Central Hard-Labor
Prison in Irkutsk
Province (Siberia)
on 11 Mar. 1908.
The violet, round
censor
mark
“Aleksandrovskaya
Central” around the
edge and “Prison”
in the center - is one
of two recorded.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
A. Hard-Labor Prisons:
1. Aleksandrovskaya Central.

The prison as it appeared in January 1886, when George Kennan toured it.
(Drawing by George Frost.)
This facility was located just outside the Siberian village of Aleksandrovskoye, on the
right bank of the Angara River approximately 40 miles north of Irkutsk, Siberia. It
was originally used as a distillery, then converted into a provincial prison in 1874.

A PPC posted on 19 December 1909 from the village to Moscow, arriving 11 days
later. Violet oval censor mark with spelling error Akleksandrovskaya Central
Prison, 12 Dec. 1909, Examined, Deputy Warden (signature).

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
A. Hard-Labor Prisons:
2a. Shlissel’burg, Building 1 (“The Menagerie”).

Building 1, “The Menagerie.”

Shlissel’burg was the flagship of the Imperial Russian prison system. Although it had
served for centuries as the tsars’ jail for politicals, it only became a “temporary” hardlabor prison in 1907. Located some 40 km northwest of St. Petersburg, it actually
consisted of four separate prisons. Building 1, the oldest of the four and converted
from a former barracks, was informally known as “The Menagerie” because it had no
doors or interior walls, only bars from floor to ceiling between the eight common cells
and the walkway.

From Novaya Ladoga “To Shlissel’burg, SPB Province, Hard-Labor Prison, Building 1,
Cell 4, Martyn Martynovich Martynov,” 3 October 1911. The violet “Deputy Warden /
in Charge of the Building” censor mark is the earliest recorded for this type.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
A. Hard-Labor Prisons:
2b. Shlissel’burg, Building 2 (“Sakhalin”).
Building 2 at Shlissel’burg was given the nickname “Sakhalin” by the prisoners because it had
punishment cells called “coolers” that were little more than cold, stone boxes. Situated within a
small courtyard surrounded by high walls that kept out the sunlight for most of the day, it was
considered to be the worst of the four prisons.
Mailed
from
Voronezh on 13
Sept. 1912, this
card
passed
through
St.
Petersburg on the
16th and reached
the prison the
following
day.
Addressed
to
“S.P.B.
Prov.,
Shlissel’burg
Hard-Labor
Prison, Building 2,
Cell 4.
Yan
Karlovich Teter.”

Rectangular violet censor mark “Examined / Shlissel’burg / Hard-Labor Prison.” This is one of
the few Shlissel’burg items recorded that bears two different hand-stamped censor marks.

Building 2, from Gernet’s History of the
Tsarist Prison System, 1963.

On reverse: two-line “Deputy Warden / in
Charge of the Work Details” marking.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
A.
Hard-Labor Prisons:
2c.
Shlissel’burg, Building 3 (“Narodovol’tsy”).

Shlissel’burg’s Building 3 was nicknamed the “Narodovol’tsy” (People’s Will members)
because it had held those revolutionaries when it opened for business in 1884. It was a twostory structure with 19 solitary-confinement cells on the first floor and 20 similar cells on the
second. It was designed for just one type of inmate – the hard-labor political prisoner.

Sent from Moscow on 1 September 1913 to P.A. Kuznetsov at Shlissel’burg’s
Building 3, solitary-confinement cell 27. Rectangular “Examined / Shlissel’burg /
Hard-Labor Prison” censor mark (corrected version).

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
Hard-Labor Prisons:
2d. Shlissel’burg, Building 4.

A.

Building 4 opened in 1907 and was
destroyed in 1917, too short a time to earn a
nickname. Consisting of three sections, or
cellblocks, it had both common and solitary
confinement cells. The biggest of the four
prisons at Shlissel’burg, it was rated to hold
600 inmates. (Picture from Dobrinskaya (comp.),
Uzniki Shlissel’burgskoy kreposti, Leningrad, 1978.)

Posted from Tula on 22 October 1911, addressed to “Shlissel’burg, SPB Prov., HardLabor Prison, Building 4, Section 1, Cell 7. Konstantin Vasil’ev.” Two-line censor mark
“Deputy Warden / in Charge of the Building.”

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
A. Hard-Labor Prisons:
3. Zerentuy (Nerchinsk Mines Area, Siberia).

Paris to Gornyy
Zerentuy, July 1916.
Sent to a political in
the mines there, it
was read first in
Petrograd by Military
Censor #1572, then
again by a prison
official
at
the
Zerentuy Hard-Labor
Prison
–
threesegmented
violet
rectangle “Examined
/ * ? Aug. 1916 *.”
Mail to Russian
prisons from abroad
is rare. One of two
recorded.)
When Russia was defeated by Japan in 1905, she lost Sakhalin Island and with it many of
her hard-labor prison sites. Thousands of prisoners were removed from the island under
the terms of the treaty of Portsmouth and sent back to the Nerchinsk Mines area in
Transbaykal Oblast’, Siberia.

A picture postcard of
the prison, issued by
the A.K. Kuznetsov
firm in Chita ca.
1907.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
A. Hard-Labor Prisons:
4. Wilmanstrand, Grand Duchy of Finland.

The Grand Duchy of Finland had its penal servitude facilities, too, but Russian
prisoners weren’t sent to them. This is an official reversible stationery form printed in
Finnish and Swedish, specifically for use at the Wilmanstrand/Lappeenranta HardLabor Prison. It was sent to Helsinki by the prison authorities there.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities. B.
Temporary Hard-Labor Prisons: 1-2.
Khar’kov and Kherson.

After the 1905
Revolution had run
its
course,
the
government
crackdown in 19061907 resulted in
such large numbers
of arrests and sentences to penal
servitude that the
existing hard-labor
prisons
couldn’t
accommodate them.
As a result, many
provincial prisons
were re-classified as
“temporary
hardlabor prisons,” and
the politicals were
distributed among
them.

Mailed aboard Krasnoyarsk-to-Irkutsk Railroad Mail Car No. 197 in February
1917 and addressed to an inmate at Khar’kov. Lilac oval “* Khar’kov
Temporary * Hard-Labor Prison / EXAMINED” (only recorded example) and
single-line “Deputy Warden (signature)” (only recorded example) handstamps.
Manuscript “G. Kor.” (Main Building) at top in ink, “G.K. Nizh.” (Main
Building, Lower [Level]) in red pencil below.

Unfranked
postcard
(sent inside an envelope) in May 1914.
The faint violet 3-line
handstamp
reads
“EXAMINED [at the]
/ Kherson Temp. /
Hard-Labor Prison.”
(One
of
two
recorded.)
The
significance of the
blue-pencil censorship
annotation
is
unknown.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities. B.
Temporary Hard-Labor Prisons: 3-4.
Pskov and Saratov.

Above: A picture postcard sent at the printed matter rate (no message) from Riga
(mute machine cancel) to an inmate at the Pskov facility on 19 March 1915. The twoline censor mark reads “Pskov Temporary Hard-Labor Prison / Examined,” and the
red-pencil “20” may denote the convict’s cell number. Only recorded censor mark
from this prison.
An ordinary letter from
a soldier at Field Post
Office No. 31 to
Saratov, 26 Dec. 1914.
It was opened and read
first by Saratov Military
Censorship
(violet
rectangular
D.Ts.U.),
then by a prison official
at
the
Saratov
Temporary Hard-Labor
Prison (violet oval at
left). Only recorded
example.)

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
C. Corrective-Labor Sections:
1. Vladimir.
There were two kinds of forced-labor punishment: hard labor (katorga) and corrective
labor. Those sentenced to the latter were put in so-called corrective-labor sections
(ispravitel’no-arestantskiye otdeleniya), which were usually parts of larger provincial
prisons, or in workhouses for short terms. Convicts sentenced from one to six years of
hard labor could also be sent to these sections.

A picture postcard from St. Petersburg addressed to hard-labor prisoner A.A.
Yemel’yanov at Vladimir Corrective-Labor Section, arriving on 10 December 1911.

“Examined / by Prosecutorial Supervision”
court censor mark.
(Only recorded example.)

“Examined / 6 Jan. 1912 / by the
Police Security Supervisor of the
Vladimir Corrective-Labor
Section” (Only recorded
example.)

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
C. Corrective-Labor Sections:
2. Ryazan’.
In 1823, tsarist authorities instituted military punishment units called arestantskiya roty, (literally,
“prisoner companies”). Four years later, a civilian variant was introduced, but it was called the
same thing. In 1870 the civilian variant’s name was changed to ispravitel’no-arestantskoye
otdeleniye, or “corrective-labor section,” and was considered to be the severest form of
correction. In the popular jargon, however, “arestantskiya roty” continued in use.

A PPC mailed from
Khar’kov on 18
February 1911 to
“Georgiy Ivanovich
Troyepol’skiy
[in
the]
Prisoner
Companies
[at]
Ryazan’.” Two-line
violet censor mark
“Checked
[by]
Deputy / R.I.A.O.”
(Ryazan’ Corrective-Labor Section).

A second card in
the Troyepol’skiy
correspondence,
posted
on
a
Khar’kovBalashov RR mail
car and received
on 18 April 1910.
Same censor mark.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
D. Temporary Corrective-Labor Sections:
1. Rybinsk.
District prisons or parts of them were sometimes re-categorized in order to alleviate
overcrowding at other kinds of incarceration facilities. Here, the Rybinsk District
Prison has been turned into a temporary corrective-labor section.

Convicts were put to work in the northern reaches of European Russia, helping to
construct the Kem’-Petrograd line to the White Sea. The line was opened to traffic
on 1 July 1916, not long after the card above was posted.

“To Soroki, Kem’ District, Arkhangel’sk Province, Olimpiya Station, Picket 285th
versta. Convict work party, hard-labor prisoner Nikolay Ivanovich Man’ko.” This 6
April 1916 card was sent by Man’ko’s sister or wife, who evidently brought it to the
Rybinsk Temporary Corrective-Labor Section (the arrival mark is on the front) for
transmission to the work party. On the reverse are two censor marks: both are the
only recorded examples.)

“Examined / Ryb. Dist. Pris.”

“Checked ____ 191__ / Deputy Warden.”

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities. E.
Provincial Prisons:
12. Grodna and Tver’.

These were usually large facilities situated in or on the outskirts of
provincial or oblast’ capitals and built to hold several hundred
inmates. Most provinces had only one such prison, but a few had
two. The majority of Russia’s longer-term prisoners were held in
these.

“Warden of Tver’
Provincial Prison /
Seal for packets.”

A letter from a convict at Grodna Provincial Prison to Stomerzee via Valk in Liflyand
Province. Censored on the 27th and posted on the 29th. Although normally intended for
mail arriving at the prison rather than leaving it, the boxed “Warden / of the Grodna
Prov. Prison. RE 27 Oct. 1913 CEIVED / Incoming [correspondence] No. _____”
marking was used as an indication of censorship. (Only recorded example.)

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities. E.
Provincial Prisons:
3.
Moscow.

A cheery picture postcard from the A.A. Parunin correspondence,
sent to him in care of the Moscow Circuit Court Prosecutor’s
Office on 6 April 1911. Parunin, a political, was being held in cell
302, his case still under development. From the treatment of the
card, it is apparent that the authorities were wary of him. The
stamp has been torn up, iodine reagent (“Xx”) has been applied in
search of a hidden message, and the card has been censored twice.

Reverse.

“Examined by the
Prosecutor of the Moscow
District Court.”

“Mos. Prov. Prison / 8 Apr. 1911
/ Log #” for incomingcorrespondence hand stamp).
Cell number added in pencil.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
E. Provincial Prisons:
4-5. Petrokov (Kingdom of Poland) and Pskov.

This card was posted
aboard Mail Car #88
of
the
LukovGranitsa RR on 25
July 1912 to an
inmate at Petrokov
Prison. Large oval
“Petrokov * Prison *
/ 26 July 1912”
censor mark, bluepencil and black-ink
“SLYu” (or “SMO”)
manuscript
censor
marks. (Each is the
only
recorded
example.)

Elongated oval “Examined by the
Deputy Prosecutor” (only recorded
example).

Sent from St. Petersburg to an inmate at
Pskov Provincial Prison, mailed on 22
Feb. 1911.
The
violet “Pskov Prison
“____191__” censor
mark is the only
recorded example.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
F. Transit Prisons:
1. Aleksandrovskaya.

At left: Front of the transit prison. At right: The transit prison administration building.
(Pictures from Katorga v Sibiri, prilozh. k No. 8-9 zhurnala ‘Tyuremnyy Vyestnik,’ 1910, p. 36.)

Much of Siberia’s inmate population started out at the big transit prisons of St. Petersburg
and Moscow, but even at the other end there would be a transit prison to endure before the
convicts reached their final place of incarceration. Also, inmates would sometimes be
returned to European Russia for questioning in other cases, or they would be sent back to a
facility less harsh than the Siberian variety, to make room for more dangerous convicts. If
that happened, their return journey would begin at a transit prison, too.

A PPC sent from Camp Brest-Litovsk (a temporary post office at a military camp) to a
hard-labor inmate at the Aleksandrovskaya Central Hard-Labor Prison in Siberia. Upon
arrival, it was re-routed to the transit prison next door (red-pencil “Per. t.”), where it
received the large oval “Aleksandrovskaya Transit Prison / EXAMINED / Deputy / Warden
(no signature)” censor mark and the manuscript entry at upper left, “Transit prison, Deputy
Overseer (signature).” (The violet oval censor mark is one of two recorded.)

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
F. Transit Prisons:
2. Petrovsk.
The biggest transit prisons were located in European Russia and a few cities in
Siberia; outlying areas had smaller facilities.

A prisoner held at Petrovsk Transit Prison in Dagestan Oblast’ sent this postcard to his
attorney on 10 September 1912, informing him that the authorities would be sending him
to Siberia on the 14th, and that his eventual destination would be Shuya, Irkutsk
Province. This indicates that the sender had been sentenced to internal exile. On
reverse: oval “Examined / P.T. / Dagest. Obl.” censor mark. (Only recorded example.)

Obverse

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
G. District Prisons:
1-2. Saransk and Tsarskoye Selo.

Each uyezd (district)
within a province or
oblast’ usually had a
population of no more
than 40,000, and one
district prison. There
were hundreds of these
incarceration facilities
in Russia, and they
could be anything from
a
log
stockade
surrounding
rotted
wooden barracks to
well-built
stone
structures.

Above: A PPC addressed to a female inmate at the Tsarskoye Selo District Prison, posted on 6
June 1912. “Examined / by the Warden / of Tsarskoye Selo Prison censor mark. (Only one
recorded.) Below: A PPC posted aboard RR Mail Car No. 216 on the Syzran’-Ruzayevka
line, addressed to a woman in the prison office. “Saransk District Prison / Incoming
[Correspondence] No. ___, 24 March 1912” arrival mark. (Only recorded example.)

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
G. District Prisons:
3-5. Kashin, Uman’ and Vindava.
Almost all districts (uyezdy) had prisons, essentially the
equivalent of U.S. county jails. Most were designed to hold
between 100 and 200 inmates.
“Warden of Kashin
Prison / seal for
packets”
(Tver’
Province.)

A
PPC
from
Sosnitsa,
Chernigov
Province to an
inmate at Uman’
District
Prison,
Kiev
Province,
posted
on
12
August
1912.
Single-line violet
censor
mark
“Uman’ Prison.”

A PPC mailed at the
one-kopeck
local
rate in Vindava on
10 August 1907.
Received at the
prison and censored
with a four-line
handstamp reading
“Received by the
Warden / *> 10
Aug. 1907 <* / of
Vindava / District
Prison.”
(Only
recorded example.)

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
G. District Prisons:
6. Minusinsk, Yenisey Province.

A Siberian stage prison (etap), similar to many regular
Siberian prisons and jails.

Mail from district prisons in the hinterlands of
Siberia is extremely rare: the facilities were
usually small and rude, little more than a
wood stockade and a log building capable of
holding no more than 60-100 inmates, most of
whom were illiterate criminals.

On reverse.

A postal money order receipt for 14.85 rubles, sent by the smotritel’ (warden) of Minusinsk
District Prison to Shlissel’burg on 9 July 1912. The notation on the reverse indicates that
the money is a supplement to No. 1858, either a case file or a correspondence log number.
The receipt was probably sent to Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor Prison, but there is no arrival
marking other than the datestamp to prove the supposition. This is the only recorded
example of official money mail from a prison official, and only the second recorded
example of inter-prison money mail. The two-line violet marking was used here as a
correspondence-logging hand stamp, but it may have doubled as a censor mark.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
H. Women’s Sections and Prisons:
1. Riga.

As of 1900, Russia had five prisons reserved specifically for women, in St. Petersburg,
Moscow, Riga, Warsaw, and Simbirsk. Elsewhere, women prisoners were usually held in
separate sections of prisons, or simply put in their own corridors or cells.

A postcard from Tula
to a female hardlabor convict in the
women’s section of
Riga Central Prison,
sent on 4 May 1911.
Two-line “Examined.
/ Riga Corrective
Labor
Section”
censor mark.

A PPC issued by the
(SocialistRevolutionaries) in 1907.
It shows six women
(among them the assassin
Mariya Spiridonova, front
left) at the Akatuy HardLabor Prison in 1907.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
I. City Jails:
1. Peterhof.

Above: reverse. Two-line blue “Warden of the
Peterhof City Jail” censor mark (only recorded
example).

A parcel-post receipt form, sent from Staryy
Petergof, St. Petersburg Province to Shlissel’burg
(probably the hard-labor prison) on 30 November
1912. It was received at Shlissel’burg on 1
December 1912.

Blue oval correspondence-logging mark, “Warden
of the Peterhof / City Jail / No. 1728.”

City jails were usually rather small structures
designed to hold vagrants, drunks, hooligans,
petty thieves and the like. Most of the people
who were held in such facilities were there for
only a short time; longer terms required removal
to a district, provincial or hard-labor prison.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
J. Special Prisons:
1. “Kresty” – The St. Petersburg Solitary Confinement Prison.
“Kresty” (“Crosses”), so named because of its
two large X-shaped buildings, was for a time
unique among Russian prisons. The entire
complex operated on the solitary-confinement
principle, so there were no common cells.
Like the Preliminary Detention Facility, it was
a showcase for foreign visitors.

From Kislovodsk to an
inmate at Kresty, 27
July 1909. Blue twoline “Deputy Warden /
In Charge of Building
1” censor mark.

Mailed by an inmate at
Kresty to his attorney
in St. Petersburg, 30
November 1907.
Circular “Examined /
Build.
II”
censor
mark.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
J. Special Prisons:
2. St. Petersburg Debtors’ Prison.

An obsequious letter in French from a desperate man in the St. Petersburg Debtors Prison,
written on 10 October 1866 and posted on 21 October. Already imprisoned 45 months for
a debt of £5,000, the unfortunate author begs Alexander Stewart, a rich silk merchant and
noted philanthropist in New York, to pay off his creditors. There is no censor mark, only a
blue-pencil line at left. This is the only recorded cover from any Russian debtors
prison.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
J. Special Prisons:
3. The Alekseyevskiy Ravelin.

The Peter-and-Paul Fortress had several separate incarceration facilities within its
walls – the infamous Trubetskoy Bastion, the Yekaterininskaya and Nevskaya
Courtines, and the “Secret Building” within the Alekseyevskiy Ravelin, with its 21
bleak, solitary cells. The Third Section used it as a place to hold political prisoners
for questioning and for life-long incarceration. It was shut down in 1895.

“Registered, to St. Petersburg, to the Main Prison Administration, for transmission to
the political criminal Mikhail Rodionovich Popov,” posted from Rostov-na-Donu on 10
March 1883. Held in the Alekseyevskiy Ravelin when this letter reached him, Popov
had been dragged back to St. Petersburg in 1882 from hard labor at the Kara Mines in
Siberia. A prison censor wrote down the sender’s address at bottom in black ink. The
“159/1” and “41a” manuscript markings are probably filing numbers.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
K. Pre-Trial Detention Centers:
1. The Preliminary Detention Facility (PDF).

St. Petersburg’s PDF was a massive six-story
building that accepted its first prisoners on 1
August 1875. At that time, it was rated for
700 inmates, boasting 63 communal and 317
solitary-confinement cells. It was unique,
having been built on the Belgian jail plan; no
other city in Russia had anything like it. The
PDF, located right next to the St. Petersburg
Circuit Court, was designed to hold people
while cases were developed against them.

Mailed from the Yelisavetpol’ Railroad Terminal on 19 January 1912 to an inmate in
cell 26 of the PDF. Violet “EXAMINED” censor mark on the front.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
K. Pre-Trial Detention Centers:
2. Revel’ Investigative Prison.
St. Petersburg’s Preliminary Detention Facility was Russia’s first prison devoted to
holding people for trial while a case was developed against them by investigators,
but a few other such prisons were built in the early 20th Century. One of them was
at Revel’.

“Warden of the Revel’ / Investigative Prison”
(Only recorded example.)

“24 Jul. 1912 / Examined by the Prosecutor
/ of the Revel’ Circuit Court”
(Only recorded example.)

This PPC was written in the Revel’ Investigation Prison on 16 July 1912 and addressed to
the resort town of Ust’-Narova, Estlyand Province. It first languished for a time in the
warden’s office before collecting the two-line censor mark shown above at left; then it was
forwarded to the Revel’ Circuit Court Prosecutor for his perusal. That individual reviewed
the text on 24 July (date and two-line censor mark shown above at right), but the card
wasn’t dispatched from Revel’ until the 27th. The prisoner writes that his case was turned
over by the Court Investigator to the Deputy Prosecutor on the 13th.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
L. Prison Hospital Wards:
1. St. Petersburg “Kresty.”

The dankness, cold, dirt and often severe
overcrowding in many Russian prisons were
ideal conditions for diseases to flourish. The
most common were tuberculosis, pneumonia,
typhus and infections.
Many prisons had
hospital facilities of some sort, although few of
them were well-staffed or stocked.

A typical prison hospital ward in Siberia.

A reply-paid postcard from Yekaterinoslav to “St. Petersburg, Solitary Confinement
Prison Kresty, Chronic-Illness Surgical Section, Bed #7, for Kuz’ma Rodionovich
Morozov,” 24 December 1913. The large triangular censor mark reads “S.P.B. /
Prison / Hospital / Examined.” The censor wrote “hard-labor prisoner” and “1742 –
g.b.” (significance unknown, possibly an abbreviation for “main hospital”) in black
pencil. Censor marks specific to prison hospital wards are extremely rare.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
M. Police Department Holding Cells:
1-2. Moscow and St. Petersburg Okhranka Sections.
The two biggest “Okhranka” (security) Sections were located in Moscow and in the
Department of Police’s headquarters at Fontanka, 16, St. Petersburg. They both had a few
holding cells for prisoners (usually politicals) being questioned. Prisoners were allowed to
send and receive correspondence, but it had to be censored by the police.
Tiis PPC was sent
on 15 June 1910
from
Moscow’s
55th Postal Branch
Office to a prisoner
being held at the
Okhranka Section in
St.
Petersburg.
Single-line
“EXAMINED”
censor mark in
violet. The message
is
“coded
by
euphemism,” and it
got by the censor.

A postcard mailed
locally
by
a
prisoner held at the
Moscow Okhranka
Section on 11
February 1902.
It bears a framed
“EXAMINED
/
OKhR.
SECT.”
censor
mark.
(Only
recorded
example and the
earliest recorded
of any Okhranka
censor mark.)

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
N. Juvenile Detention Centers:
1. Vladimir.
Homeless children and orphans were a
common sight in some parts of Russia,
especially during WWI, and juvenile
crime was a problem in many areas.
Russia had numerous juvenile detention
facilities, but because the overwhelming
majority of such children were illiterate,
mail to or from such places is almost
non-existent.
“The Waifs,” from a painting by
Shesterkin on the back of a card
elsewhere in this exhibit.

A PPC written on 18 March 1915 and posted aboard RR Mail Car No. 242 between Chita
and Irkutsk. Addressed “To Vladimir [on the] Moscow-Nizhniy Novgorod RR Line,
Juvenile Detention Colony (Pigalovo), Yelisaveta Andreyevna Shmeleva, [in care of] the
Director’s Office.” The significance of the red-pencil “11” is unknown. This is the only
recorded item addressed to a juvenile detention center.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
O. Naval:
1. Floating Prison, Sevastopol’.
Both the Army and the Navy maintained prison facilities and punishment units where
servicemen who had committed some offense against military regulations could be
kept. Examples from these facilities are extremely difficult to find, because most
Russian conscripts were illiterate.

A sailor serving aboard the Pacific Fleet’s
1st-Class Cruiser Askol’d (shown on the
reverse riding at anchor in Peter-the-Great
Bay off Vladivostok) sent this picture
postcard to a friend in the Black Sea Fleet
on 1 October 1910. The friend was being
held in the Navy Department’s Floating
Prison at Sevastopol’. The blue-pencil
“10” is Kovalenko’s cell number.
This is the only recorded item of mail to
a floating prison.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
O. Naval:
2. Kronstadt Fortress Navy Brig.

The unrest in the Armed Forces from 1905 to 1907 resulted in several waves of prisoners
from the Army and Navy washing into incarceration facilities throughout Russia. Some
were sent to military prisons, others to civilian prisons.

Two PPCs sent from
Stockholm on 19
September and 14
October
1907
(N.S.) to a sailor
being held in the
Kronstadt
Naval
Brig at the fortress’
military prison. The
violet censor mark
on
both
cards
appears
to
be
incomplete; the text
is probably “Read /
Nav. Pris. Fac.”
(only two recorded
examples).

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
O. Naval:
3. Navy Disciplinary Units.

Solombala

Navy disciplinary units (distsiplinarynyye flotskiye
ekipazhi) were about the size of an Army
disciplinary battalion, usually consisting of four
companies of approximately 100 men each. The
regime at these units was extremely severe.
The sailor who had
been held in the
Kronstadt
Brig
(previous
exhibit
page) was now a
prisoner in the 2nd
Company of the
Solombala
Naval
Disciplinary
Unit.
Posted from Strel’na,
SPB Province on 29
May 1909, the card
was received on the
31st.
The violet
pencil
notation at
center is the date – 1
June ’09 – and the
censor’s initials.

Mailed in Stockholm
on 3 August 1909
(N.S.).
Censor’s
rank “Por” (poruchik
– lieutenant) and his
signature.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
P.
Military:
1. Army Disciplinary Units - Yekaterinograd.

For lower-ranking soldiers and non-commissioned officers who committed serious
infractions that nonetheless didn’t call for imprisonment in a fortress, there was the
disciplinary unit – a company or battalion – where the unfortunate individual would
be sent for correction. For the common soldier, life in the military was hard enough;
in the disciplinary battalions, though, it was even worse.

A letter from the Chief of the Yekaterinograd, Terek Oblast’ Disciplinary Battalion to
a factory in Moscow, posted at Yekaterinograd RR Station on 3 June 1881.

III. Types of Incarceration Facilities.
P. Military:
2. Stryetensk Disciplinary Unit.

A card posted from Revel’ on 27 May
1909 to an Estonian soldier serving time in
the 4th Eastern Siberian Rifle Division’s
disciplinary unit.
The unit’s censor
scrawled his initials in yellow pencil,
along with a notation in ink – “R. N 32 8/6
09” – then applied his “Vydat’” (red
arrow) handstamp (“Issue it”).

The birthday greetings and the picture on
the reverse of prosperous, beer-loving
burghers could not have given much cheer
to the writer’s brother – such scenes were
rather rare in Siberian penalty units.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
A. Superior Courts:
1. Prosecutors - St. Petersburg.

Whether awaiting trial, after sentencing or once sent into administrative exile, an
individual lost the right to privacy of correspondence. Those officials who were
authorized to censor prisoners’ or exiles’ mail is the subject of this section.
Superior courts had three judges who heard the cases brought by State-appointed
prosecutors. Such prosecutors had considerable power, which included the legal
right to peruse all mail to and from prisoners to aid in developing the State’s cases.

Addressed by the mother of prisoner
Mikhail Kuznemkin to the St. Petersburg
Circuit Court, this 14 November 1882
letter was instead examined by the SPB
Superior Court Prosecutor, who applied
his embossed censor mark at right. The
blue-pencil scrawl may be his initials, or
that of a prison authority who censored it
a second time. Censor marks applied by
superior court prosecutors are extremely
rare.

“EXAMINED BY THE
PROSECUTOR / OF THE
S.P.B. SUPERIOR COURT.”

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
A. Superior Courts:
2. Deputy Prosecutors - St. Petersburg.
Two local covers
addressed to the
“Gendarme Administration, local, at the corner
of Admiralty and
Gorokhovaya St.,
City Governor’s
Building.” They
were posted on
13 and 10 June
1884. Both were
intended for a
prisoner named
Rappoport
and
both
received
embossed censor
marks.

“EXAMINED / BY
THE DEP. PROS. /
OF THE SPB. SUP.
CT.” (Two of three
recorded.)

On each cover, a
gendarme or the
deputy
prosecutor
wrote the prisoner’s
name in large letters
across the front, and
added a capital “D,”
possibly his initial or
a cell designator.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
B. Superior and Circuit Courts:
1-2. Prosecutors, Deputy Prosecutors (and Gendarmes) - Khar’kov.
Mariya Andreyevna Gorshkova, a political prisoner under investigation, received this PPC in
December 1909 from a friend in Khar’kov, but not before it had gone past several pairs of eyes.
Addressed to her in care of the Khar’kov Superior Court Prosecutor, it was swiped once with an
iodine reagent and censored repeatedly. Nine days elapsed between the date of posting and its
delivery to the Gendarme Directorate. This card bears six censor mark strikes, five of them
different – a record.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

All five are the only ones recorded.

1. “Examined / by the Deputy Prosecutor“
(Probably of the Superior Court.)
2. “Examined / by Prosecutorial Supervision”
3. “Prosecutor / of the Khar’kov Circuit Court /
14 Dec. 1909 / Incoming Log No. __”
4. “Forward to place of incarceration”
5. “Received at the Khar’kov Provincial
Gendarme Directorate / _______190 ”

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
B. Circuit Courts:
3-4. Prosecutors - Simbirsk and Tiflis.
Beneath the superior (appellate) courts came the circuit courts, which were the lowest level
that could inflict long jail terms or the death penalty. By 1904 there were 104 such, and
each one had a government-appointed prosecutor who exercised his authority to read the
mail of prisoners awaiting trial. Prosecutors and their deputies account for the great
majority of court censor marks.

PPC from Kazan’ to
an inmate at the
Simbirsk Provincial
Prison, posted on 5
June 1910.
Violet
“EXAMINED / BY
THE PROSECUTOR
/ OF THE SIMBIRSK
CIRCUIT COURT.”
(Only
recorded
example.)

PPC
from
St.
Petersburg to an
inmate
at
Metekhskiy Prison
in Tiflis, mailed on
9 July 1909. Violet
“EXAMINED / in
the Chambers of the
Court Prosecutor”
(one
of
two
recorded).

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
B. Circuit Courts:
5. Deputy Prosecutors - Irkutsk.

Circuit court prosecutors had not only the authority to censor the mail of the incarcerated,
they had the authority to delegate that authority. That duty often devolved upon the deputy
prosecutors.

A registered letter to Petr Yur’evich Perkon at the Irkutsk Provincial Prison from his
wife in Tula, mailed 11 March 1912. “Passage permitted / Irkutsk / Dep. Pros.”
censor mark. (Only recorded example.) The Perkon correspondence stretches over
nine years, four prisons, a brief exile, and three governments.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
B. Circuit Courts:
6-7. Deputy Prosecutors - St. Petersburg.
A PPC from an
inmate at Libava
[District] Prison to
the St. Petersburg
Preliminary
Detention
Facility
(PDF), mailed within
an envelope - 13
December
(year
unknown).
Iodine
reagent “X” swipe,
“Administr.” manuscript notation at
upper
right
(red
arrow),
indicating
that
the
former
prisoner had been
sent in administrative
exile.
“Examined / [by the]
Deputy Prosecutor.”
(At right: Only
recorded example.)

PPC mailed locally
in St. Petersburg on
23 December 1913
to an inmate at the
Preliminary
Detention Facility.
Iodine reagent “X”
swipe, black pencil
“For the SPB Prov.
Gendarme
Directorate”
and
blue-pencil censor
notation.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
B. Circuit Courts:
8. “Special-Duty” Deputy Prosecutors - Vil’na.

A single deputy prosecutor on a circuit court could be appointed as the court’s
“supervisor of places of confinement” within the court’s jurisdictional area, thus
giving him all of the censorship work.
This 22 April 1915 money order receipt from Riga is an example. Arriving at the
Vil’na Provincial Prison on 25 April, the receipt was “Examined by the Deputy
Prosecutor” (straight-line handstamp on obverse. On the reverse is another
handstamp, this one reading “Deputy Prosecutor / of the Vil’na District Court /
Supervising Places of Confinement / …day 19… / No. … / Vil’na.” (One of three
recorded.)
Obverse

Reverse

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
B. Circuit Courts:
9-10. Court Investigators - Moscow and Saratov.

Paper seal of the
Saratov Circuit
Court Investigator.

Court investigators were authorized to open and examine the mail of
people against whom criminal proceedings had been initiated, in an effort
to discover more evidence. This was usually done in the presence of postand-telegraph officials.

This 29 March 1881 letter from Tver’ to Moscow never reached its destination. The
manuscript notation reads, “Examined, and delivery to addressee is forbidden due to
contents of correspondence. [Send] to the Deputy Prosecutor. N. Bogdanovich.” The
addressee, F.D. Nefedov, was a prominent ethnographer and belleletrist whose
political views had suddenly become more dangerous (Tsar Alexander II had been
assassinated just 28 days before this letter was sent.)

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
B. Circuit Courts:
11. Assistant Court Investigators - St. Petersburg.

Delegation of censorship could extend even further down the line. Court
investigators often authorized their assistants to censor inmate mail. This postcard,
addressed by an exile to a prisoner in cell #153 of St. Petersburg’s Preliminary
Detention Facility on 5 March 1913, was finally mailed from Ilimskoye in Irkutsk
Province by an exile on the 13th, reaching the capital on 2 April. The red-pencil
manuscript censor mark reads, “For the court investigator of St. Petersburg’s 25th
Precinct.”

On reverse: Standard oval censor mark “Examined / in the
Office / of the Prosecutor / SPb Superior Court.”

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
C. Prisons: 1-2. Wardens - Chelyabinsk and Uman’.

Prison
regulations
specifically authorized
wardens to open and read
inmate mail.
Since
security was the primary
concern, wardens and
their staff had to be on
the lookout for attempts
to coordinate prison
breaks with help from
the outside.

A postcard from a female inmate in cell #9 (red arrow above) to
Savoy, France, 15 July 1909. She writes that the prison “is a
huge, dirty thing.”
“Warden / of
Uman’ Prison.”
One
of
two
recorded.

A
PPC
from
Moscow to the city
(sic)
prison
in
Uman’,
Kiev
Province, received
on 15 November
1911. Censored by
the Uman’ District
Prison warden.

“Warden of Chelyabinsk Prison”
on reverse (only recorded
example). There is a faint, illegible
text or a device in the center of the
marking.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
C. Prisons:
3-4. Acting Wardens and Acting Deputy Wardens - Vil’na.

“Acting Warden of Vil’na / Provincial
Prison.” (Only recorded example.)

“Acting Deputy Warden.”
(Only recorded example.)

Two receipts from money orders sent from Riga to the same convict at Vil’na
Provincial Prison, 13 May and 6 June 1915. Both were censored by Vil’na Prison
authorities.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
C. Prisons:
5a. Deputy Wardens - St. Petersburg.
For the warden of an average provincial prison, the sheer number of prisoners meant more
mail to be censored than just one person could handle, so deputy wardens were also
authorized to open inmate correspondence.

Addressed
to
“St.
Petersburg, the Transit
Prison, Mr. Yan Danilov
Kesper, cell #14” and
posted on 17 February
1911 from Riga. Bluepencil “Kat.”
(hardlabor prisoner) on the
front, censor mark on the
reverse.

“Deputy Warden”

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
C. Prisons:
5b. Deputy Building Wardens Shlissel’burg.

Interior view of Shlissel’burg Fortress:
Building 1 on the left, Building 3 on
the right.

At a few large prisons (especially Shlissel’burg
Hard-Labor Prison), where there was more than
one building or cell block, the authority to censor
correspondence could be delegated to the lowerranking deputy wardens a specific buildings.

Addressed by an exile relative in Yeniseysk to a Shlissel’burg hard-labor prisoner who
faced exile to Siberia at the end of his term, this cover arrived at the prison on 3
August 1911. The envelope and its letter were “Examined: / [by the] Deputy Warden /
in Charge of the Building” and given to the prisoner on the 6th.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime:
C. Prisons:
6a. Deputy Warden Office Chiefs Shlissel’burg.
Building 4, Shlissel’burg.
Most money orders went
to this facility.

Below deputy wardens in charge of a
given building came deputy wardens in
charge of certain offices or functions.
At least at Shlissel’burg with its four
prisons, they too were authorized to
censor convict mail.

Reverse

Obverse

The message portion of a money order for four rubles from Yekaterinoslav to the hard-labor
prison, 25 May 1912. Censored by the “Deputy Warden / In Charge of the Work Details” (on
reverse), blue-pencil censor initials “D.A.” (on obverse). The prisoner’s signature is on the
obverse towards the bottom.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
C. Prisons:
6b. Deputy Warden Office Chiefs - Shlissel’burg.

Top floor of Building 3, Shlissel’burg.

The message portion of a money
order for two rubles from Kiev
to Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor
Prison, 30 September 1911.

The reverse bears no text, but
since inmate Florian Motelinskiy
chose to sign for the money on
that side, the “Deputy Warden /
in Charge of the Accounting
Office” was obliged to apply his
handstamp there as well as on
the obverse. His blue-pencil
initials are at upper right.

On reverse.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
C. Prisons:
7. Duty Assistants - St. Petersburg.

Duty assistants ran certain prisons or buildings when the
wardens or deputy wardens were absent. At least at St.
Petersburg’s “Kresty” Solitary-Confinement Prison they too
were authorized to censor inmates’ mail.

One of the buildings at “Kresty.”

“Duty Assistant / of the SPB. Prison.”
Only recorded example.

This locally-posted envelope was sent on 3 October 1910 to “Arsenal’naya
naberezhnaya, Temporary Solitary-[Confinement] Prison, (Kresty), Building 1, Cell
#8, Ivan Aleksandrovich Yemel’yanov.” The censor applied his handstamp and wrote
“sr. ug. – 1 kor.” (criminal serving a term sentence, Building 1) in black pencil. The
significance of the red-pencil “170” is unknown.

IV. The Prison Censorship Regime.
C. Prisons:
8. Chain-Gang Supervisors - Olimpiyevo
Quarry.

Hard-labor prisoners were used to build railroads in Siberia and the Far North,
including the strategic line from Gostinopole to Kem’ on the White Sea. So long as
the convicts had not committed some infraction against prison rules that would lose
them their correspondence privileges, they could send and receive mail just as if they
were still in their cells. The chief in charge of the chain gang would then be
responsible for censoring their letters.

Posted on Mail Car 37 of the Khar’kov-Odessa RR Line on 13 March 1913 and
addressed to “Soroki village, Kem’ District, Arkhangel’sk Province, Alempiyevo (sic)
railroad quarry, hard-labor convict party, Nikolay Ivanovich Man’ko.” The chain-gang
chief applied two strikes of his simple “Examined / (date)” censor mark to the inside of
the reply-paid card. Only recorded example.

V. “The Paper Battle.”
A. Inmate and Outsider Efforts to Circumvent Censorship:
1a. Euphemisms.

A picture postcard in the “Sister Yelena”-toV.V. Prussak correspondence (the latter was
being held in the Preliminary Detention
Facility). Sent on 13 August 1913 from the St.
Petersburg 28th Postal Branch Office, it bears
an SPb Superior Court Prosecutor’s censor
mark and a blue-pencil notation “For the
Prosecutor of the SPb District Court” (red
arrow).
The St. Petersburg Circuit Court, where most of the mail to
and from the PDF was censored.

“No. 140. Dear Lodya! Letor refused to fly to S.P.b. because he’s behind Brindezhon
by 50 kilometers, and has no hope of overtaking him. Gilbert is flying to us from
Paris. And yesterday they pulled one of my teeth. Today they’re letting (one word
illegible) into our rooms. I [can] imagine what will happen to us. I traveled this
Sunday to Peterhof with Vera, Zoya, Muza, and Serge. I didn’t write about the walk to
Olgina, because nothing interesting happened. I kiss you. Sister Yelena.”

V. “The Paper Battle.”
A. Inmate and Outsider Efforts to Circumvent Censorship:
1b. Euphemisms.

A second picture postcard from the “Sister Yelena”-to-V.V. Prussak correspondence,
mailed at St. Petersburg’s 57th Postal Branch Office (“Yelena” was moving around to
avoid detection) on 23 August 1913. Blue-pencil manuscript notation “For the
Prosecutor of the St. Petersburg Circuit Court.”

“Examined / in the Chambers
/ of the Prosecutor / SPB
Superior Court.”

“No. 162. Dear Lodya! We received four letters from you. Federgans saw Shtrimer
and told him that Suk asked [him] to pass on to us that he’s very moved by our
attentions. Federgans said that Suk would certainly be [there] next year, too, because
he can’t leave there, where they love him so. Our gift served (despite its
‘unoriginality,’ as you put it, and its poor inscription) V.I.’s intentions very well.
Nothing special in aviation. Tomorrow we leave for three days in Helsingfors. We
have the tickets. I kiss you. Sister Yelena.”

V. “The Paper Battle.”
A. Inmate and Outsider Efforts to Circumvent Censorship:
1c. Euphemisms.

A third PPC sent by “Sister Yelena” from St.
Petersburg’s 57th Branch PO to V.V. Prussak at the
Preliminary Detention Facility, 13 June 1913. The
card was given considerable attention: stamp
removed, iodine reagent swipe “X,” blue-pencil PR
(Examined), and oval Examined by the Deputy
Prosecutor censor mark applied, and an
instructional notation written at top: SPB
Provincial Gendarme Directorate.

“Examined / by the
Deputy / Prosecutor.”

“No. 89, 19 13/VI 13. Dear Lod’ka: We just received 3 letters from you. Indeed,
it’s true that you have discovered an acoustic talent, which is not at all bad.
(Name) hasn’t written us for some time now, nor have we written her, as we don’t
know her address. Old Vas’ka is alive and well. Now he just lies around in the
sun all the time and bakes. I kiss you. Sister Yelena.” (“Acoustic talent” may
refer to tapping on the walls to communicate with other prisoners. Old Vas’ka is
a cat’s name, but here it could well apply to a Russian revolutionary self-exiled
to a country with a warm climate, possibly Italy.)

V. “The Paper Battle.”
A. Inmate and Outsider Efforts to Circumvent Censorship:
2. Writing Inside the Envelope.

One dodge that prisoners and their correspondents sometimes tried was writing in
secret ink inside the envelope itself, or writing lightly in pencil far down inside it.
Some gendarmes and wardens were aware of this trick, and checked accordingly.

This envelope was posted to an inmate at Shlissel’burg aboard Mail Car #46 on the
Libava-Minsk route, 3 July 1911. The cover transited St. Petersburg the following
day, and reached the prison on the 5th. Note the half-strike of the “Examined: /
Deputy Warden / in Charge of the Building” censor mark on the inside of the flap,
applied after the censored letter was put back in the envelope. This is highly unusual
placement.)

V. “The Paper Battle.”
A. Inmate and Outsider Efforts to Circumvent Censorship:
3. Stamp Placement As Message.

The
tactic
of
positioning
and
placing stamps to
convey
simple
messages
was
widely employed
throughout Europe.
Postcards showing
how it was done
were produced in
many
European
countries,
including Russia.
At left is a
postcard for lovers
showing
the
“Language of the
Postage Stamp.”

A PPC mailed on 23 March 1912 from St. Petersburg to a resident of common cell #25 in the
Corrective-Labor Section of Riga Central Prison. Note the careful 45-degree placement of
the stamp with the corners precisely positioned against the edges. Two-line “Examined. /
Riga Corrective-Labor Section” censor mark and blue-pencil “comm[unal cell] 25.”

V. “The Paper Battle.”
A. Inmate and Outsider Efforts to Circumvent Censorship:
4. Avoiding Detection – Riding the Rails.

Police, court and prison censors didn’t simply try to prevent information from getting in
or out of prison; they also tried to establish the identities of the outside correspondents.
To avoid being located, revolutionaries resorted to mailing their postcards and letters
from railroad mail cars, train stations, and terminals. Although a postmark from such
places doesn’t constitute absolute proof that it is revolutionary correspondence, the odds
are very good that it is. Above: “SPB. Department of Police, to the political prisoner
Yakov Terent’ev Krupenin.” Posted on 11 April 1908 aboard Mail Car No. 234 on the
Vindava-Novosokol’niki line. Below: An envelope sent from the Railroad Post Office at
Kruty, 29 October 1911, to a prisoner at Shlissel’burg. (Latest recorded “Deputy
Warden / in Charge of the Building” censor mark.)

V. “The Paper Battle.”
A. Inmate and Outsider Efforts to Circumvent Censorship:
5. Trust.

One approach (seldom tried!) to preserve the secrecy of correspondence with an
inmate was to come right out and ask the authorities not to read the mail, relying
on them to honor the request.

An incredibly naïve, un-franked letter from Vil’na, 13 November 1878, addressed to
“Yekaterinburg, Perm’ Province, for the political prisoner Vrublevskiy. I ask the Post
not to read this, because it contains secrets. (Signature.) Pay there. (Signature).”
The censor wrote “64” at lower right, possibly a cell number. If prison didn’t kill
Vrublevskiy, apoplexy probably did.
(This cover is likely to be connected with the great political upheaval that shook
Russia in the late 1870s, when the terrorist organization “People’s Will” (Narodnaya
volya) began to target government officials for assassination. Most of them ended up
in jail or in exile, and the rest were hanged.)

V. “The Paper Battle.”
B. Efforts by the Authorities to Counter Them:
1a. Chemical Washes.

A significant percentage of postcards addressed to inmates bears the marks of a
chemical “wash,” usually an iodine reagent, used by the authorities in an effort to
detect messages written in secret ink. It rarely worked, because many prisoners used
other “inks” that didn’t react with iodine.

Reverse.

A picture postcard sent to a political at Odessa Prison on 20 May 1908. Iodine
“wash,” stamp removed. From the picture on the reverse, it would appear that the
inmate was betrayed by a colleague.

“Examined / Prosecut[orial]
Supervision” censor mark.
One of two recorded.

V. “The Paper Battle.”
B. Efforts by the Authorities to Counter Them:
1b. Chemical Washes.
Postcards and enclosed letters were usually the targets of a censor’s iodine-reagent
brush, but anything that went through the mail was capable of carrying a clandestine
message, and was therefore fair game for a prosecutor or a gendarme.

Reverse

Obverse
The only recorded money order receipt treated with a chemical wash. This is a 15-ruble
PMO sent from Moscow on 10 December 1906 to a prisoner in St. Petersburg, either at the PDF
or “Kresty.” Oval “Examined / by the Deputy / Prosecutor” censor mark.

V. “The Paper Battle.”
B. Efforts by the Authorities to Counter
Them:
2. Tracking Envelope Contents.

Gosudareva Tower and the entrance to
Shlissel’burg.

Prison authorities at Shlissel’burg kept careful track of envelope contents, since
inmates were forbidden to have paper and writing materials in their cells. Paper and
stamps could bear hidden messages, and letters could be spirited out beyond the walls.
The censors put manuscript notations on the envelopes for record keeping, so they
could account for what materials a convict was due when authorized letter-writing
days rolled around.

Posted from Khodorkov, Kiev Province on 23 December 1911 to inmate Ivan
Stadkevich at the hard-labor prison. In addition to the “hands” censor mark variety,
the envelope bears two manuscript notations: “3 sheets” and “5 kop.,” meaning
paper and a five-kopeck stamp had been enclosed by the sender.

V. “The Paper Battle.”
B. Efforts by the Authorities to Counter Them:
3. The Power To Issue Or Confiscate.

Wardens had the
authority in certain
situations to withhold
or confiscate mail to
and from inmates.
Suspending
a
prisoner’s
correspondence
privileges
was
considered
second
only to corporal
punishment
in
severity.

Above: Mailed locally in Perm’ on 23 Feb. 1910 to a female inmate at the Central
Prison. In addition to the rectangular, violet “Warden of Perm’ / Provincial Prison”
marking is the warden’s annotation “Vydat’” – issue it [to the prisoner] (underlined).

A similar card
from the same
correspondence,
received at the
prison on 19 Feb.
1910. “Vydat’”
manuscript entry.

V. “The Paper Battle.”
Efforts by the Authorities to Counter Them:
4. Intentional Mail Delays.

There was no stipulation that prisoners must receive
their mail in timely fashion. Delays were sometimes
due to bureaucratic indifference, sometimes to inmate
infractions, but on occasion, if wardens or prosecutors
suspected an item might contain illicit information,
they could wait for days or weeks before giving it to
the prisoner, in hopes the timeliness of the secret
message had perished.

“M[OSCOW] C[ENTRAL]
T[RANSIT] P[RISON] /
EXAMINED.”

B.

“EXAMINED / by the PROSECUTOR
/ of the M[OSCOW] C[IRCUIT]
C[OURT].”

“To the Central Transit Prison, Solitary Confinement
Building, Cell #70. Prisoner Yakov Yakovlevich Davydov.”
The Moscow Circuit Court Prosecutor applied the iodine
reagent “X” to check for secret inks, and then it was censored
again at the prison. The card reached the inmate on 5
January 1911 (red arrow), three weeks after it had been
posted locally.

V. “The Paper Battle.”
B. Efforts by the Authorities to Counter Them:
5. Cell Searches.

A cell at Shlissel’burg,
damaged in the February 1917
Revolution.
“EXAMINED / SHLISSEL’BURG /
HARD-LABOR PRISON” censor mark on
obverse. (Corrected spelling variant.)

This
envelope
from
Chechel’nik, Podolia Province
was mailed on 21 May 1912
to an inmate at Shlissel’burg.
Received at the prison on 24
May 1912, it was probably
given to him that day or the
next, but he failed to give it
back after reading it. A search
of his cell produced this letter
and an unspecified number of
others. Manuscript notation
“Letters removed during a
search, 28 May 1912” on
back (red arrow).

V. “The Paper Battle.”
B. Efforts by the Authorities to Counter Them:
6. Cell and Building Changes.
To hinder escape plans
and disrupt internal
convict
networks,
prisoners were often
moved from one cell to
another.
Since the
Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor
Prison actually consisted
of four separate prisons,
the authorities could
shuffle the convicts even
more efficiently.

M.M.
Martynov

“EXAMINED: / Deputy Warden /
in Charge of the Building.”

These two covers
from
Novaya
Ladoga were posted
almost
seven
months apart, and to
the same prisoner:
Martyn
Martynovich
Martynov. Above:
Addressed
to
Building 4, cell #5,
mailed on 14 April
1911.
Below: 8
November
1911.
Martynov has been
moved to Building
1, cell #4.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
A. Stamp Sales at Prison
Commissaries.

The larger prisons had commissaries (lavochki) where
inmates could purchase toiletries, tobacco, and
postage stamps. Since stamps were a form of money,
the convicts were limited in the amount that could be
credited to their account, so the excess stamps would
be assigned to the commissaries in order to benefit
other inmates.

Aleksandrovskaya Central (Hard-Labor)
Prison.

Number 68 in the lengthy Perkon correspondence, a registered letter sent from Tula to
the Aleksandrovskaya Central Prison in Irkutsk Province, arriving on 20 June 1912.
In addition to the oval censor mark there is a manuscript contents-and-instructional
notation: “6 7-kopeck stamps. Give them to the commissary.”

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
B. Correspondence Restrictions:
1a. Frequency of Outgoing Mail.

Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor Prison.

At many prisons, but especially at
Shlissel’burg, inmates were restricted in the
number of letters they could write. Usually
the privilege was a limit of one per month.

A postcard from Sevastopol’ to I.P. Voronitsyn at Shlissel’burg, arriving 22 May 1912.
Three-line “Hands” censor-mark type, “Examined / Shlissel’burg / Hard-Labor
Prison.” Part of the message reads, “I went out today with Nina and Natasha, and I
used the quiet to sit down and read your March letter and your February letter…”

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
B. Restrictions:
1b. Frequency of Incoming Mail.

Unless they had committed some infraction against
prison regulations, inmates could receive any number
of postcards, ordinary letters, and registered mail.
Below is an envelope sent from St. Petersburg on 25
November 1913 to Ivan Aleksandrovich Yemel’yanov
at Shlissel’burg, Building 1, cell #4. Standard oval
censor mark on the front. On the reverse, the prisoner
signed in pencil “Ivan Yemel’yanov, number of letters
in the entire packet – 9” to acknowledge receipt from
the warden.
Obverse.
“EXAMINED / *
SHLISSEL’BURG * /
HARD-LAB. PRISON.”

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
B. Restrictions.
2. Writing in the Third Person.

At the hard-labor prisons in the Kara region of Transbaikal
Oblast’, prisoners were restricted in the number of messages
they could send (1-2 per month) and they were also required to
A cell at Lower Kara Hard-Labor Prison.
write in the third person, as if the warden, a Gendarme Lt.
Col., were writing it about the prisoner.
The Lt. Col. would sign only his own name, and the recipient would recognize the inmate’s handwriting
and know he or she was alive.

Two
postcards
from the political
prisoner
N.N.
Dzvonkevich
at
Lower
Kara,
penned on 2 and
16 Jan. 1889 but
not posted to St.
Petersburg until 10
Jan. and 24 Feb.,
respectively.

Both
are
written in the
third
person
and
signed
“Masyukov“
(red
arrow)
after “Independent Corps of
Gendarmes Lt.
Col.”

A sample from the text: “…In conclusion, lamenting over your sister Katya’s sad
situation, he asks you to comfort her for him with his friendly assurances.”

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
C. Money Restrictions:
1a. Pre-1915.
Prior to 1915, the most per month a Shlissel’burg convict could earn in the prison
workshops or receive from relatives outside the walls was 4.20 rubles. Inmates could
use this money to “subscribe” at the prison store for things like makhorka for smoking,
soap, postage stamps, and other such items. Relatives could send money orders (MOs)
for more than 4.20R, but the amount in excess would be set aside for following months.

Three-ruble MO from Byelozersk, Novgorod
Province to Shlissel’burg, arriving on 21
April 1910. Blue “EXAMINED / Ward. of
Shliss. Hard-Lab. Prison” censor mark.

Five-ruble MO from St. Petersburg to
Shlissel’burg, arriving on 16 June 1911.
“Noted” marking, probably applied by the
Accounting Office Deputy Warden.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
C. Money Restrictions:
1b. Post-1915.

Beginning in 1915, the monthly maximum that prisoners could receive jumped to 7.50
rubles, followed by another hike in 1916 to 15 rubles. As before, inmates were required
to sign on the face of the MO receipts.

Two 1915 MOs (10 and 13 rubles) to inmates at Shlissel’burg, both with oval “Examined /
Shlissel’burg Hard-Lab. Prison” censor marks and blue-pencil censor’s initials.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
1. Foreign Correspondence.

Moscow Central Transit Prison.

Prisoners were allowed to correspond with
individuals abroad, although as with all mail,
it was supposed to be only with a spouse or
close relatives, assuming the inmates had
any.

A letter from a hard-labor convict at Moscow Central Transit Prison (“Butyrki”) to a
relative in Paris, sent postage-due from Moscow’s 55th Postal Branch Office on 18
December 1914. Censored once – “Moscow Central / Examined / Transit Prison” –
(with “Hard-[labor prisoner] Yudashkin” penciled in on the inside of the back flap), and
again by military censorship (D.Ts. in violet rectangle) in the same city, before being
misrouted to New York.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
2a. Domestic Registered Letters.

Prisoners could receive registered letters from
the outside, and if they had a sufficient
number of stamps on hand, they could send
registered mail as well. Because of the cost,
though, this was rarely done.

Prisoners standing in front of their woodenboard sleeping platforms, Irkutsk Prison
communal cell.

One of a few recorded domestic registered letters from a prison to the outside, sent
by Petr Yur’evich Perkon (a political at Irkutsk Provincial Prison) to his wife in Tula.
Dated 13 August 1911, the only evidence of censorship is the red-pencil line beneath
the name “Perkon.”

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
2b. Registered Letters Abroad.

The only recorded registered postcard from an Imperial Russian prison to a foreign
destination. Written by a convict in cell 17 at the Aleksandrovskaya Hard-Labor Prison in
Irkutsk Province on 8 June 1911 (O.S.) and censored by a deputy warden on the 15th. The card
was taken to the post office at the nearby village of Aleksandrovskoye on the 17th and
dispatched the next day, transiting St. Petersburg on 27 June and arriving in Brooklyn on July 22
(N.S.), 12 days later.

Violet oval “Aleksan[drovskaya]. Cent[ral]
Hard-[Labor] Prison /
15
June
1911
/
Examined / Dep. Ward.
(signature)”
censor
mark (reduced to 80%)
on reverse. The convict
states that they are
allowed to write only
one letter a month.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
3. Package Mail.

Central corridor, Building 3, Shlissel’burg.

Reverse

Obverse

Inmates could receive packages from close relatives and spouses, although the
contents were inspected by the prison authorities, and anything not permitted by
prison regulations could be confiscated or returned to the sender. This is the only
recorded package receipt to a convict. It was sent from Tula on 10 February 1916
by the brother of Anton Frumin, who was incarcerated at Shlissel’burg. Violet oval
“Shlissel’burg / Examined / Hard-Labor Prison” censor mark on reverse.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
4. Reply-Paid Postcards.
Convicts could use
the reply-paid portion
of
postcards
addressed to them,
and they could also
purchase reply-paid
postcards inside the
walls.
At left: A reply-paid
postcard from within
Khar’kov Provincial
Prison, mailed to
Novoborisov, Minsk
Province, arriving on
1 January 1915. The
two-line “Examined /
Deputy
Warden”
censor mark is the
only
recorded
example.

At right: Odessa
to an inmate in
Shlissel’burg’s
Building 4, May
1911.
“Examined:
/
Deputy Warden /
in Charge of the
Building”
on
reverse.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
5. Address Inquiry.

Being in prison didn’t prohibit a convict
from using many of the postal services
available to citizens on the outside.
They could, for instance, send a request
to an address-inquiry bureau in any of
the major cities, asking where an
individual currently resided.

Obverse.
The response portion of a postcard sent to the St. Petersburg Address Bureau by an inmate in
the SPb Transit Prison, requesting the whereabouts of one Yefim Puzakov. The card bears
two strikes (one front, one back) of the rectangular “Examined / S.P.B. Transit Prison” censor
mark and one of the two-line “Deputy / Warden of the Prison” (red arrow). The front of the
card also has a blue-pencil “SR,” (probably an abbreviation for “srok,” or term) signifying
that the prisoner was incarcerated for a certain time, but wasn’t a lifer. (This is the only
recorded prison/address bureau usage.)

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
6a. Wrong-Address Forwarded Mail.

Mail to someone identified in the address as a prisoner was afforded the same
consideration as that to an individual “in freedom.” If it went astray, the Post was
obligated to get it to the correct address.

A free-frank envelope sent from a soldier in the 40th Military Field Bread Bakery to a
relative being held in Building 2 at Shlissel’burg, 10 February 1916. Unaware that
there was also a district prison at Shlissel’burg, the sender addressed it simply “To
Shlissel’burg Prison.” It was sent there, then re-routed to the fortress. The label
affixed to the reverse reads “Addressee not at Shlissel’burg [District] Prison, but at
Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor Prison.” Standard oval Shlissel’burg censor mark on front.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
6b. Properly-Addressed Forwarded Mail.

Mail to a prisoner who’d been
transferred to another facility
had to be forwarded, just as
“in freedom” when an
addressee moved.
Two covers addressed to the
same inmate at Novgorod
Provincial
Prison
in
November and October 1912,
respectively. The informal
“routing labels” written by
postman Ditts show that
“Addressee Stolyarov moved
to Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor
Prison.” The upper cover
wasn’t given to the convict,
however; the censor wrote
“Don’t let it through” (Ne
propustit’) in red-pencil.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
6c. Properly-Addressed Forwarded Mail.

When individuals were released from prison, mail addressed to them had to be
forwarded by the prison authorities if they knew what the ex-inmate’s new address
was, or refused and returned to sender if they didn’t.

A picture postcard mailed locally in Riga on 23 June 1910 to a convict at the Central
Prison there. The inmate had been released (manuscript “osvobozhd.” at top center
left), but that didn’t stop the authorities from censoring the card (two-line “Examined.
/ Riga Corrective-Labor Section”). It was thereupon re-directed to an address “in
freedom” within the city, and reached the addressee four days later.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
7. Postage-Due Mail.

Inmates were not permitted to have large
amounts of cash in their possession as a
matter of prison policy, to make it more
difficult for the convicts to bribe their
guards. Thus, it is highly unusual to find
postage-due mail to prisoners, but they
were treated the same as free addressees
by the Postal Administration when it
came to collecting postal fees.
Below: A letter posted at St. Petersburg’s
Central Post Office on 10 February 1911
to Karl Veisver in cell 80 of the
Preliminary Detention Facility.
(He
eventually ended up at Shlissel’burg
Hard-Labor Prison.) With the 3-kop.
local-rate franking absent, postal
authorities assessed the postage due from
Veisver at double the rate – six kopecks.

Above: A Sovietperiod
picture
postcard showing
where Lenin was
held in the PDF cell 193.

There
are
no
censor
marks
present, only the
underlining of the
convict’s name in
green pencil.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
8. Telegrams.
A 1914 telegram from Manchuria [Station] to Mikhail Stepanov, an inmate at Shlissel’burg,
conveying New Year’s greetings and the encouragement “Just a little while longer.” Blue-pencil
“pr.” (examined) on front, and oval “Shlissel’burg / Examined / Hard-Labor Prison” censor mark
on reverse (red arrow). This is the only recorded telegram to a prisoner.

On reverse.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
9. Money-Receipt Notification Forms for Prisoners.

The Preliminary Detention Facility in St.
Petersburg had its own money-receipt
notification forms printed up, and used them
to inform prisoners that they had received
money by mail or telegraph from a spouse or
close relative. This was an unusual service,
attributable to the PDF’s special status as a
showcase facility, its location in the capital,
and the large numbers of prisoners held there
awaiting trial.
The form at left was printed in the early
1900s. It was used on 30 June 1910 to notify
Mark S. Myasnikov in Section 1, cell 22 that
one ruble from his sister had been deposited
in his personal account at the prison. The
individual who handled these transactions
was the “Deputy In Charge of Detainee
Money Accounts.”

At right is a form printed for use in
the 1910s. Although the text on
these two forms is the same, the
composition differs.
This one was used on 29 February
1914 to notify Ivan Vasil’yev in
cell 219 that his father had sent
him three rubles. Censor’s bluepencil check mark.

These are the only recorded
money-receipt forms for use in a
prison.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
10. Forwarded Money Mail.
This postal money order for five rubles started at Riga on 20 March 1911, and reached
the St. Petersburg 7th Dispatch Office the following day. The addressee, Yan Kesper,
had apparently been confined at the SPB Transit Prison, but when the postman
brought the money order there, the convict was nowhere to be found. A “Returned to
Main Post Office” marking was applied with the intent of sending it back to Riga, but
a second delivery attempt discovered that he had been transferred to Shlissel’burg.
The PMO was thereupon forwarded from the SPB 64th Postal Branch Office to the
hard-labor prison, where Kesper signed for it on or about the 27th. Censor mark on
front and back. This is the only recorded example of money mail forwarded from
one prison to another.

“Deputy / Warden of the
Prison”
(Shlissel’burg
censor mark.)

Reverse

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
11. Money Orders From Abroad.

Insofar as postal money orders were concerned,
there were no restrictions as to where the money
came from (so long as it was from a close relative
or spouse), only as to how much.
The outer wall and Building 3 of
Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor Prison.

This postal money order receipt,
received at Shlissel’burg HardLabor Prison on 29 November 1915,
was purchased by Karl Wikse in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. He wired
the equivalent of six rubles to
Petrograd, where a post-andtelegraph official made out the card
on the 28th and sent it on to its
addressee, Al’fred Wikse. Bluepencil censor mark (red arrow).

Two-line accounting handstamp: “Entered as income
[under] item [#].” Occurs
in
violet
or
blue,
exclusively on money
orders.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
12. Money Orders from Prisoners.
Inmates could also send limited amounts of money out of the prisons, but for obvious
reasons this rarely happened.

Reverse.

Obverse.

“S.P.B. / Prison / Examined”
(Scarcer variety with embellishment
between 2nd and 3rd lines.)

The only recorded prisoner-to-prisoner money order receipt. Ivan Rodionovich
Morozov, an inmate at Shlissel’burg Hard-Labor Prison, sent three rubles to his brother
Kuz’ma Rodionovich, a convict at St. Petersburg’s “Kresty” Solitary Confinement Prison,
on 10 October 1913. Triangular censor mark on reverse.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
13. Ordinary Mail Between Prisoners.

The “hands” censor-mark type:
”EXAMINED / Shlissel’burg / HardLabor Prison.”

On reverse: “EXAMINED /
Kherson Temp. / Hard-Labor
Prison.”

A convict at Kherson wrote this card on 12 March 1912 to his brother doing hard time
at Shlissel’burg, and it was censored at both places. This is the only recorded item
of ordinary mail between two hard-labor prisons.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
14a. Ordinary Mail Between Prisoners and Domestic Exiles.

A prisoner in the Riga Corrective-Labor Section sent this picture postcard on 17
April 1913 to his political-exile relative or wife in a small Siberian village.
Addressed to “the Exile Bureau, Yelisaveta Khristoforovna Gumba,
Boguchanskoye Postal Branch Office, Yenisey Province.” The card would have
been examined a second time at the Exile Bureau and perhaps a third time by the
police chief responsible for the area around Boguchanskoye, but there are no
markings to show this.

“Examined / Riga Corr[ective]-Lab[or] Sect.”

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
14b. Ordinary Mail Between Prisoners and Domestic Exiles.

The tsarist government dealt with its
dissidents in a number of ways, but two
of the most common
were immediate administrative exile to
Siberia or northern
Russia and exile to
Siberia after serving
a prison term. One
result was a lively
correspondence
between exiles there
and convicts in European Russia.

A picture postcard sent on 19 June 1914 by an exile in Zalarinskoye, Irkutsk Province, to hard-labor
prisoner A.G. Il’in at Shlissel’burg. It arrived nine days later. Oval censor mark “Shlissel’burg
Hard-Labor Prison, Examined” and red-pencil “1280,” probably a file number. Il’in is referred to in
the address as a ssyl’no-katorzhanin, meaning that as soon as his hard-labor term ended, he would be
forced into Siberian exile.

A crudely-produced
PPC
showing exiles
gathering on a
muddy street to
await the arrival
of the mail at
the
Siberian
village
of
Shelyayevsk,
Yenisey
Province. Who
produced
the
PPC and when
is unknown.

VI. Inmate Correspondence.
D. Types of Mail and Services:
14c. Ordinary Mail Between Prisoners and Domestic Exiles.

An exile in the Krasnoyarsk area sent this picture postcard on 28 November 1908 to a political
awaiting trial in Moscow’s Provincial Prison at Taganka. Addressed in care of the Moscow Circuit
Court Prosecutor, it was censored by that authority sometime around the 20th of December and
allowed to pass. Censorship wasn’t too strict, as the text tells of how other cases are progressing,
and that approximately 50 guards have been sent to Turukhansk to keep the politicals there from
running away.

EXAMINED / P[rosecutor of
the]
M[oscow]
C[ircuit]
C[ourt].
Moscow Court House
(Superior and Circuit
Courts.)

VII. Aftermath – Prisons, Camps
and Courts in the Early Soviet
Period. A. People’s Courts.

The Department of Police at Fontanka, 16 in tsarist
times.

A notice of receipt for a registered letter
sent on 1 August 1918 to the Petrograd
District People’s Court at Fontanka, 16.
The tsarist MVD’s Department of Police at
that address had turned into a Soviet legal
entity that would itself serve as an
instrument of repression.

VII. Aftermath – Courts, Prisons and Camps in the Early Soviet Period.
B. Tsarist-Era Holdouts.

After the Bolshevik coup of October 1917, the tsarist judicial system managed to
hang on for a while in certain areas under White control. Many suspected Red
sympathizers and leftists of all stripes were arrested and jailed, while those
arrested prior to the coup continued to languish in prison.

Written on 26 December 1917 by a prisoner (probably at Tomsk Provincial Prison)
arrested on 26 June 1917 during the Provisional Government period, and still
awaiting trial. The postcard was sent to the director of a school for refugees in
Taiga, Tomsk Province, on 13 January 1918, but not before it was censored by a
court official.

On reverse: “Examined by
Prosecutorial Supervision.”

VII. Aftermath – Prisons, Camps and Courts
in the Early Soviet Period.
C. Wardens into Commissars.

With the Bolsheviks came a drastic redefinition of what constituted a crime and
the legal threshold for arrest. The Soviet judicial and penal systems became far
more politicized and arbitrary than their predecessors, a fact reflected in
vocabulary and job-title changes.

An unfranked picture postcard mailed in Petrograd on 4 April 1921 to
“Shpalernaya #25, (Petrograd’s Preliminary Detentiona Facility) Section 6, Cell
#47, Nikolay Yakovlevich Bogolyubov.” Bogolyubov’s wife writes that she has
been sending a letter to him every day, but he hasn’t received them.

“Commissar of the Prelim. Detention
Facility” censor mark.

Iosif Naumovich Schenckman,
Commissar of the Petrograd
Preliminary Detention Facility.

VII. Aftermath – Prisons, Camps and
Courts in the Early Soviet Period.
D. Class Warfare.

An atheist agitation-and-propaganda
poster by D.S. Moor, 1920s.

Penology in the Soviet period underwent radical
changes, due in large part to ideology. “Politicals”
were now entire classes of people, and it was not a
question so much of what the prisoner had done as who
that person was. Investigation prisons sprang up
everywhere; rather than amass evidence against
someone in detention by investigation on the outside,
confessions were extracted against the individual on
the inside, through torture, blackmail or intimidation.

The Bolshevik assault on religion, which in addition to the execution of approximately
200,000 priests and nuns included destruction of Russian Orthodox churches, confiscation
of church lands and wealth and a campaign to promote atheism, resulted in large numbers
of church-members being arrested.
This postcard was sent on 4 June 1926 to Leningrad by an archdeacon or archpriest, P.
Blagodatov, on a prisoner transport to Orenburg and probably beyond. Blagodatov was
being held for a few days in the Samara Corrective Labor Facility (very likely a transit
CLF). The oval marking at top (red arrow) is a censor handstamp – Examined [in the]
Samara Corrective Labor House], accompanied by the prison official’s signature.

VII. Aftermath – Prisons, Camps and Courts
in the Early Soviet Period.
E. The Children.

So many politicals were sent to hard-labor
prisons during the early 20th century that a
society was formed to help them in 1921, but
Stalin abolished it in 1935. Benefits included
free education and vacation facilities for their
children.
A picture postcard from Povenets in the
Autonomous
Karelian
Soviet
Socialist
Republic, sent to the Butova Gora (Poltava
Okrug) camp for the children of politicals,
1932. The father of addressee Irida Konopko
spent time at the Zerentuy Hard-Labor Prison
during WWI.

<< On reverse.

VII. Aftermath – Prisons, Camps and Courts
in the Early Soviet Period.
F. The Soviet GULAG.

Prisoners-of-war had been put in mass concentration camps during WWI, but in 1918
Soviet Russia became the first state to imprison its own civilians in such places.
During the Stalin years, approximately 18,000,000 perished in the forced labor camps
of the GULAG. Many of the lessons the Soviet leaders learned in tsarist prisons were
“refined” and expanded, making the Soviet penal system far worse than the imperial.

A letter from the GULAG, 11 May 1939. Leningrad
ballerina Nina Anisimova (at right), who had been
sentenced to five years at forced labor, posted this cover
from an outlying camp of the KARLAG complex,
headquartered in Dolinka, near Karaganda in Kazakhstan.
She survived the camps and went on to dance again.

